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ABSTRACT 

A laser radar can be used to generate three dimensional data about the terrain in a very high 
resolution. The development of new support technologies to analyze these data is critical to 
the effective and efficient use of these data in decision support systems, due to the large 
amounts of data that are generated. Adequate technology in this regard is currently not 
available and development of new methods and algorithms to this end are important goals of 
this work.

A semi-qualitative data structure for terrain surface modelling has been developed. A 
categorization and triangulation process has also been developed to substitute the high 
resolution 3D model for this semi-qualitative data structure. The qualitative part of the 
structure can also be used for detection and recognition of terrain features. The quantitative 
part of the structure is, together with the qualitative part, used for visualization of the terrain 
surface. Substituting the 3D model for the semi-qualitative structures means that a data 
reduction is performed.  

A number of algorithms for detection and recognition of different terrain objects have been 
developed. The algorithms use the qualitative part of the previously developed semi-
qualitative data structure as input. The taken approach is based on matching of symbols and 
syntactic pattern recognition. Results regarding the accuracy of the implemented algorithms 
for detection and recognition of terrain objects are visualized.

A further important goal has been to develop a methodology for determining driveability 
using 3D-data and other geographic data. These data must be fused with vehicle data to 
determine the driving properties of the terrain context of our operations. This fusion process is 
therefore called context fusion. The recognized terrain objects are used together with map data 
in this method. The uncertainty associated with the imprecision of data has been taken into 
account as well.

This work has been supported by the Swedish Armed Forces and the Swedish Defence 
Research Agency. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Problem description 

The importance of new sensor and information technology in military as well as 
civilian applications has since a long time been recognized by the armed forces 
and by crisis management organisations in Sweden and around the world. Some 
of these technologies provide an opportunity for improved situation awareness. 
Among these sensor technologies are the laser radar. This sensor type can be 
used to generate three dimensional data about e.g. the terrain in a very high 
resolution. The opportunities connected to this development in visualization and 
modelling of the terrain for training and simulation, see e.g. [Söderman05], are 
numerous. However, high resolution 3D data are also invaluable to determine 
visibility, driveability and cover in planning for movement or deployment of 
military troops or rescue personnel. The purpose of this work is to develop a 
methodology that can be implemented and used in decision support systems to 
provide decision makers with adequate and timely information to perform such 
tasks.  

The development of new support technologies to analyze high resolution 3D 
data is critical to its effective and efficient use of these data in decision support 
systems, due to the large amounts of data that are generated. Adequate 
technology in this regard is currently not available and development of new 
methods and algorithms to this end are important goals of this work. A further 
important goal has been to develop a methodology for determining driveability 
using 3D-data and other geographic data. These data must be fused with vehicle 
data to determine the properties of the terrain context of our operations with 
respect to driveability. This fusion process is therefore called context fusion. 
Driveability determination is a very complex subject that requires fusion of 
heterogeneous and uncertain context information.  

To be precise, the goals of this work have been:  

1. To develop methods and algorithms for data volume reduction in high 
resolution 3D terrain data with minimum losses in accuracy.  

2. To develop methods and algorithms to classify objects in the 3D terrain 
ground surface.  

3. To develop a methodology for driveability determination.  

 1 
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4. To develop methods and algorithms to determine driveability using 3D 
terrain elevation data and other geographic data.  

5. To develop a test and demonstration system for these methods and 
algorithms.  

6. To evaluate these methods and algorithms.  

Originally, the goal was also to develop a query language for terrain objects. 
This goal was abandoned in favour of the focus on driveability.  The work that 
has been performed is not focused on any particular user or user role, but 
addresses the generic problems in terrain analysis mentioned above. 

The information system for terrain analysis 

An aspect of this work is that the information system, hence on called the �QL-
system, it was designed to be a part of is query-driven, [Chang04], [Horney03], 
[Camara07]. The idea is that the users should be able to specify what terrain 
information he/she wants in a query and thereafter – and only thereafter – does 
the system perform the required computations. E.g. the recognition of relevant 
terrain objects should thereby not be performed without a user query. In the 
�QL-system an area-of-interest (AOI) is included in the query, to ensure that 
recognition is only performed in areas the users have an interest in. Drivability 
analysis is only performed when a user query for driveability is applied. In that 
case the vehicle or vehicle class in question is assumed to be known. 
Computational speed is an important issue when a system is query driven. A 
user cannot be made waiting for the answer for too long. Hence, the methods for 
terrain analysis are designed to be suitably fast. 

Terrain information for decision support  

There is a distinction between this work and using the 3D data for creating a 
model of the highest possible accuracy. Such a model can be used as a starting 
point for further refinement when the task is known and, if the circumstances 
allows be used for visualisation and terrain analysis. If there is adequate time, 
adequate software and adequate bandwidth there is little need for 3D data 
reduction and automation of recognition tasks at all. However, decision support 
applications, even when concerned with planning, often require compromises 
between high accuracy and computational speed and storage requirements.  

Furthermore, if the area to survey is large enough and the level of detail is 
very high, automatic functions to support focus of attention are necessary. In 
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general, tasks of detection are suitable for computers [Hollnagel05] and the 
users’ time is better spent on creation and assessment of courses of action. The 
goal has thus not been to create the 3D terrain model of best possible accuracy, 
but to provide a sufficiently good answer to support the users as fast as possible.  
When using 3D and other geographic data for driveability determination, the 
interactions between vehicle and geography can be difficult to predict. 
Driveability cannot be determined by direct visual inspection of the data sets, 
but a number of terrain characteristics must be computed and fused to supply 
the users with an adequate visualisation.  

Terrain information for autonomous systems 

Other potential uses of this work are to support other services in estimation 
tasks. When concerned with e.g. real-time tracking of opponent forces or 
determination of own forces movement in the terrain, it is unlikely that current 
methods will be able to use the full and maximally accurate data sets due to the 
prohibitively large amounts of data. In real-time autonomous planning of UAV-
surveillance, see for instance [Skoglar05], it is beneficial to consider visibility 
constraints in an aggregated manner. Considering autonomous path planning 
for ground robots, most algorithms for tracking and planning use some form of 
derivative of a terrain model, adapted to their own purposes, see e.g. 
[Gutierrex05], [Choset00]. In the mentioned applications, the need for a high 
computational speed may exceed those for decision support.  

Summary 

A single terrain model is not adequate for all purposes. Different purposes 
require different models or different views of the same model. To any of these 
problems, a data volume reduction allows for more computational time to be 
allocated to solving other relevant problems in focus. If the data volume 
reduction function can be performed without significant loss of accuracy, it can 
be an important component in a terrain analysis system. Highly efficient search 
of the 3D data requires a regular grid structure. A suitable hybrid between the 
irregular and the regular structures is consequently sought. 

Determination of driveability requires knowledge of many facets of the 
geographical context, as well as of the vehicles. Different context data sources 
interact in complex ways to decide the driveability. It is impossible for a user to 
determine the driveability by direct visual inspection of the many, 
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heterogeneous data sources, but in the most obvious cases. Therefore context 
fusion of information from several data sources is necessary.  

1.2 Related work 

This chapter contains a short description of the most relevant, similar work that 
has been found. There are two major bodies of work that are related to this work, 
which will be discussed subsequently.  

Surface simplification  

Many methods to reduce the amount of 3D data while maintaining a high level 
of accuracy can be found. Most methods assume a completely irregular surface 
representation. In [DeFloriani95], [DeFloriani98] the authors describe multi-
resolution approaches to surface representation. In [BenMoshe02] the authors 
describe representations whose accuracy are dependant on features that are 
extracted from the surface. In [Heckbert97] a survey of surface simplification 
algorithms is presented. However, neither of these methods is suitable for 
efficient object detection and recognition, as has been the goal in this work. These 
related methods generate a completely irregular triangulation of the surface, 
which has a higher potential level of reduction than regular grids. Highly 
efficient search of the 3D data requires a regular grid structure. A suitable hybrid 
between irregular and regular structures has not been found in the literature.  

Driveability  

A number of works on drivability has been found. In [Donlon99] Donlon and 
Forbus describe an approach to driveability (called trafficability here) similar to 
this work. The driveability is determined by using a Combined Obstacle Overlay 
(COO) that contains relevant parameters from many different sources, e.g. 
vegetation, soil factors, slope etc. How the parameters are determined is not 
described. The level of driveability is then calculated using a qualitative spatial 
reasoning approach. Allowed levels of driveability are unrestricted, restricted 
(interpreted as that movement is possible, but with reduced speed) and severely 
restricted. A qualitative approach allows the reasoning to provide a reasonable 
answer when there are missing vales by using a technique called default 
reasoning [Brachman04].  

Glinton et. al., [Glinton04a], [Glinton04b], [Glinton04c], extends the work of 
Donlon and Forbus by introducing driveability analysis for groups of vehicles 
and develops a method to determine a driveability graph from the COO, based 
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on work by Choset et. al. [Choset00]. Moreover, the determination of driveability 
is seen as a part of the process of guiding the use and collection of intelligence, 
the Intelligence Preparation of the Battlefield (IPB), and are said to be a key pre-
requisite for higher-level fusion. In the second stage the COO is determined. 
However, the approach does not consider uncertainty in the determination of the 
parameters for driveability determination.  

1.3 System overview 

The major part of this work has been performed in two research projects at the 
Swedish Defence Research Agency (FOI), “ISM” (Information System for Target 
Recognition) and “IS-MS” (Information System for Ground Surveillance) 
[Jungert05], [Camara07]. The overall goal of these projects have been to develop 
an information system with the ability to detect and recognize ground targets 
using multiple sensors, e.g. laser radar, infrared cameras and networks of 
acoustic ground sensors. It shall be seen as a prototype for a decision support 
tool in the network based defence. Among the sub-goals of the projects are the 
development of methods for data fusion and visualization of sensor information 
in order to determine and maintain the decision makers’ operational picture. 
Important themes of relevance for this thesis are the development of methods for 
handling of large data volumes and the focus on qualitative, rather than 
quantitative, methods and concepts. The �QL-system has been developed within 
these projects. An overview of the system can be seen in figure 1.  

A part of these projects has been devoted to the terrain analysis. The terrain 
analysis system consists of four main parts. Categorization, triangulation, object 
detection and recognition and driveability determination, see figure 2.  These main 
parts will be addressed in chapters 3 (categorization and triangulation), 4 (object 
detection and recognition) and 5 (driveability determination). The terrain 
analysis is performed in two steps. First the original terrain surface is replaced 
by a hybrid quantitative/qualitative hybrid structure. This process is performed 
off-line. In the next step relevant terrain objects are detected and classified, 
triangulated etc. as a response to user queries. If driveability determination shall 
be performed, the terrain objects are processed together with other, available 
map data. 
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Figure 1: Overview of the �QL-system.  
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Figure 2: An overview of the terrain analysis system.  

1.4 Outline 

The second part of this thesis includes the papers published previously to this 
work. These papers describe the major part of this work and the description of 
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that work will not be repeated in the first part. The purpose of the first part of 
this thesis is:  

1. To clearly define the purpose and goals of the work.  

2. To describe the data, other pre-requisites and the general context of this 
work.   

3. To complement the description in the papers from the second part where 
this description is incomplete.  

4. To describe the theoretical background of the work.  

5. To evaluate the results from the earlier papers more comprehensively and 
to present this evaluation. 

6. To visualize the results of the work in a better and clearer way.  

7. To provide new and summarize old conclusions for the joint body of 
work that has been performed.  

The outline of this thesis is as follows. In chapter 2 the data and collection 
process is described. The major source of data is the data from the laser radar. 
The uncertainties associated with the data are discussed. In chapter 3 the 
determination of a hybrid regular/irregular data structure suitable for efficient 
search and matching is described. Methods for triangulation are also described.  
The results on data reduction are presented. In chapter 4 the detection and 
recognition of terrain ground surface objects are described. Aspects of qualitative 
spatial representations are discussed as well. Chapter 5 consists of a description 
of driveability determination and aspects of reasoning with incomplete and 
imprecise information. Chapter 6 contains conclusions and results from the 
work. The articles/papers that are included in the thesis describe the following 
aspects of this work:  

Dual aspects of a multi-resolution grid-based terrain data model with 
supplementary irregular data points (Paper I, [Lantz00]) 

The development of the hybrid regular/irregular data structure for data 
reduction and triangulation is described, i.e. the symbolic surface representation 
is described. A database solution for the storage of tiles and the relevant 
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elevation data are described as well. A preliminary (and later discarded) method 
for data reduction and triangulation is mentioned.  

Determination of Terrain Features in a Terrain Model from Laser Radar Data 
(Paper II, [Lantz03]) 

The process for detection and recognition of terrain objects is described, 
including the sub-processes of segment detection, segment connection and 
attribute estimation. Results include detection and recognition of thin, long 
concavities, e.g. ditches, are presented. A pond and parts of a road network are 
detected and classified.  

Context Fusion for Driveability Analysis (Paper III, [Lantz05]) 

The paper describes an approach for driveability analysis using fusion of data 
from 3D ground surface, map data and vehicle data. A short description on 
methods to compute relevant attributes of terrain objects is included. Properties 
of driveability and the fusion to support driveability analysis are discussed. A 
qualitative approach to handling of uncertainties in terrain and vehicle data 
when concerned with driveability is introduced. 
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2. Laser-radar data and pre-processing 

Collection of terrain elevation data has been performed using a vertically 
scanning direct detection laser radar TopEye1 mounted on a helicopter. The 
operating wavelength of the laser is 1.06 μm, the emitted energy is 
approximately 0.1 mJ for each pulse and the pulse repetition frequency is 7 kHz. 
Scans are performed with a frequency of 25 Hz. The data sets used in this work 
has been collected at three occasions, August 2000, September 2000 and May 
1998 [Grönwall02]. At these collection campaigns, the helicopter typically flied at 
an altitude of 100-150 m (105, 130 is reported), although possible operating 
altitudes are between 60-900 m, and with a speed of 25 m/s. The resulting 
sampling density of the terrain is 2-3 dm in the scanning direction and on 
average 5 dm in the flight direction. There are about 2-16 points per square meter 
[Elmqvist01b]. A foot-print of the laser radar at these altitudes are around 1-1.5 
dm. The width of the scan is ±10º, which corresponds to 35-50 m on the ground 
for these altitudes.  

Uncertainties in laser radar data  

As always when concerned with sensor data, there are uncertainties associated 
with the data. TopEye AB reports a standard deviation error of 1 dm in all 
directions, i.e. both in elevation as well as in scanning and flight directions. The 
uncertainty originally stems from inaccuracies in the ability to measure position 
of the helicopter, the time from the emission to the reception of the pulse and the 
direction of the laser beam. Hodgson et. al. reports in [Hodgson05] that the slope 
of the terrain influences accuracy. Errors increase with increasing slope and 
typically the slope is underestimated.  

However, the main uncertainties about the surface stems from the sparse 
sampling of the surface rather than from errors connected to the laser pulses that 
actually are received. Apart from the parts of the surface where sampling not 
was attempted, missing data from the surface can also be due to obstructing 
foliage or buildings as well as smooth surfaces where the laser-pulses are 
reflected too much (saturating the receiver) or too little to be recorded, e.g. water 
or very smooth metal surfaces. Furthermore, coverage can be poor in areas 
where the helicopter has changed direction and was unable to maintain an 

                                                 

1 A property of TopEye AB, Sweden. TopEye AB is a part of Blom Sweden.  
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adequate pointing direction for the laser beam. Finally, the accuracy of the model 
is influenced by the time since data was collected. Even if the changes to the 
ground surface due to natural processes are small, and can be disregarded in this 
context, there is always a possibility for human alterations of the terrain. The 
longer time since the data were collected, the more uncertain it must be 
considered.  

Other usages of laser radar data  

Whereas the purpose of this work is to build a model of the ground surface and 
compute relevant features of that surface, many other characteristics of interest 
can be derived from the generated data. In [Elmqvist01b] the authors describe 
some of these characteristics, e.g. modelling of buildings and trees. Much work 
has been put into the automatic recognition of military targets from these data 
[Grönwall06]. Even if the goal is to model the terrain surface, the purpose of 
doing so may be different than in this work and the resulting model can 
therefore be different. In e.g. [Ahlberg03] the purpose is to recreate the terrain 
surface to the greatest achievable accuracy in order to allow for very accurate 
simulation of sensors. Recreation of the surface in this manner is often – and in 
this case – a semi-automatic process that can take hours to complete. Manual 
manipulation of the surface can be acceptable in decision support systems if the 
need for the response is not imminent and the requirements on computational 
times therefore are low. 

Ground segmentation and its consequences for data accuracy 

In order to find a pure model of the ground surface, all vegetation, buildings etc 
must be removed from the original data set. This is performed by a ground 
segmentation process, see figure 3, based on the theory of active shape models 
[Cootes95]. For simplicity and speed of computation the method was 
implemented to work for a regular grid only. Therefore, the original data is 
firstly re-sampled to a grid and thereafter placed below the sampled surface. 
After this, the grid surface is influenced by an “attraction force” from the original 
data points that move the grid surface points closer to the original data points. 
The attraction force only works on short distances, so original data points far 
from the grid surface does not influence the grid. There are also internal 
elasticity constraints that  works as an opposing force on the grid and determine 
how much the grid surface points stick together, thereby also preventing isolated 
points that presumably not belong to the ground surface to influence the grid too 
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heavily. These forces are applied in an iterative procedure to hopefully converge 
towards the real ground level. The method can be seen as providing a low-pass 
filtering of the ground surface (due to the elasticity constraints). A complete 
description of the method can be found in [Elmqvist01a].  

The interpolation and ground segmentation influence the accuracy of the data. 
Unfortunately the accuracy is unlikely to be evenly influenced throughout the 
different parts of the covered area. The consequences are quite difficult to assess 
and the methods may increase the accuracy in some areas (due to noise 
reduction through the low-pass filtering), while at the same time it may decrease 
the accuracy in other areas, particularly in areas of high frequency content. In 
[Smith03] a comparison of four different interpolation methods is performed. 
There are significant differences between the result using different interpolation 
methods. Those that showed the best overall performance still has a tendency to 
smooth the edges, thereby underestimating the slopes. In [Sithole03] a 
comparison of several different methods for ground segmentation is performed. 
In general, the methods cause high-frequency information to be lost. In 
particular, all methods have difficulties when confronted with discontinuities in 
the terrain. Sharp inclination changes may therefore be underestimated in the 
resulting model.  

 

Figure 3: The ground segmentation process.  
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3. Surface representation

This chapter describes the determination of a hybrid regular/irregular data 
structure suitable for efficient search and matching of terrain features in 3.3 and 
3.4. Methods for triangulation are also described in 3.5 and a database solution is 
briefly discussed in chapter 3.6.  The results on data reduction are presented in 
3.7. The chapter starts with a discussion on quantitative and qualitative surface 
representations in 3.1 and 3.2.  

3.1 Quantitative surface representations 

As mentioned in previous chapters, the laser radar provides a surface 
representation with very high accuracy and resolution, but with large volumes of 
data. The number of data points should be kept at a minimum in order to 
facilitate the computation of relevant features, to allow for swift manipulation of 
the surface, as well as to keep the storage requirements to a minimum. At the 
same time, the accuracy should be adequate to perform the task at hand, e.g. 
detection and recognition of relevant features. As the possible accuracy is 
dependant on the resolution and of the surface roughness, the challenge is to 
find a level of resolution with minimum number of points, but that still is 
adequate to the task at hand.  

Depending on the task, the resolution of these collected data may be 
unnecessarily high. This is e.g. the case when concerned with the recognition of 
terrain features, whereas a higher resolution is needed for e.g. detection of 
vehicles. Furthermore, adequate resolution is different in different areas. Some 
parts of the area of interest (AOI) will be quite flat, while others will be rougher. 
Consequently, the number of data points must be larger in the latter case in 
order to maintain the same representation accuracy over the entire surface. The 
goal is to find a surface representation with an adaptable number of data points 
in different sub-areas and where the density of data points depends on the 
roughness of the particular sub-area.  

The most common way to provide such an adaptable surface representation is 
by a triangulation of the surface elevation data, see figure 4.  The commonality of 
triangulations stems from the fact that it is the simplest representation that 
interpolates the surface. The particular choice of triangulation to match the 
surface in question can be calculated by a number of methods and with a 
number of criteria as to what is the best triangulation. Much work has been put 
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into finding quick and/or, in a variety of ways, optimal algorithms for 
triangulation of the surface. This is nothing new or unique to the representation 
of surface elevation data. However, an additional requirement has been to find a 
representation form that is suitable for detection and recognition of relevant 
terrain features, e.g. ditches and ridges. The shape of the terrain features of 
interest can be very shifting, even when considering two instances of the same 
feature type, e.g. two ditches. To this end, it was decided that a semi-regular 
structure was the best choice. A regular structure that can be used for matching 
and an irregular structure superimposed on the regular to allow for better 
representation accuracy.  

 
Figure 4: A triangulation of a terrain surface of 100 ×100 meters.  

3.2 Qualitative spatial representations

A qualitative representation of a spatial quantity is a discrete representation of 
that quantity. Furthermore, the distinctions made to form the different discrete 
states must be relevant distinctions. They should for instance not be as trivial as 
in a regular grid. In fact, they should be the sufficient and necessary distinctions 
needed to model the phenomenon of interest and to solve the task at hand, 
[Cohn99]. A qualitative representation differs from a quantitative representation 
by the use of symbols instead of numbers to represent the quantity of interest. 
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Indeed, some authors [Parsons01] define a qualitative approach to reasoning as 
an approach where reasoning is performed by manipulation of symbols instead 
of manipulation of numbers. A qualitative representation, using qualitative 
concepts, is then a representation that can be used for symbolic reasoning.  

Qualitative concepts are intrinsically imprecise. In many cases, see e.g. 
[Jungert99], [Jungert01], qualitative concepts are formed from individual 
instances by equating quantitative values that with respect to the current task are 
indistinguishable. When concerned with qualitative spatial representations, 
[Chang04], the individuals are typically equivalent in the sense of having equal 
values for lengths, angles or shapes. The equivalence class is constituted of the 
individual instances with indistinguishable quantitative values and can be 
represented by a symbol. In any such case, the reasoning on the symbols 
representing the equivalence class is assumed to be valid for all instances of the 
class and the specific value of an individual is insignificant. Hence, precision is 
irrevocably lost, but the precision that remains should be exactly the precision 
needed to solve the problem.  

Qualitative representations are particularly valuable when a quantitative 
representation is either unavailable or computationally intractable. The 
imprecision introduced when using equivalence classes in computation are thus 
valuable. A qualitative terrain surface representation is suitable for terrain object 
detection and recognition. The accuracy of the regular elevation data grid is 
unnecessarily high for the recognition task and a reduction in its accuracy by 
using a qualitative surface representation will increase the computational speed 
with small detrimental effects to the recognition performance.  

3.3 Tiles 

One of the goals of this work is to find a terrain surface representation that can 
replace the original surface representation. Replacing the representation of trees, 
buildings or other non-surface objects is outside the scope of this work. Given a 
sampled terrain surface from the area �, the terrain analysis process starts with 
interpolation and ground surface segmentation, see figure 3. The work on this 
pre-processing step is neither a part of this thesis. After such pre-processing, the 
ground surface is described by a grid G of regularly distributed height values. 
The distance between elevation values on the grid were chosen as 0.5 meters in 
this case. The full surface representation is defined by the function S in the area 
� and over the set of grid points G, ���� GS : , see further in Paper II. This 
grid representation will be replaced with a matching set of tiles.  
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A tile is a sub-surface defined by a function fi with certain properties; see 
Paper II, on a square sub-area �i with side 2 meters. A tile is defined through the 
pair (�i,fi). The tiles that will replace the terrain surface are chosen from a selected 
set of representative tiles, REP, where all different sub-areas �i are a part of the 
area � and together cover �. Each member of REP is selected to give a 
sufficiently accurate representation of the terrain surface. The number of 
functions used to define the representative tiles is 115. Each function is selected 
to have a certain characteristic regarding its first and second derivatives. In other 
terms they are chosen to represent a certain inclination and convexity/concavity. 
These functions are translated to the areas {�1,…, �N} covering �, producing 115 × 
N representative tiles in total.  

The 115 functions used to defined REP can be defined using fifteen generative 
functions, {g0, …, g14}. The complete, formal definition of the representative tiles 
using the fifteen generative functions can be seen in Appendix A. Every tile in 
REP defines a class of tiles with similar elevation characteristics, a category.  

3.4 Categorization 

To substitute the sampled surface with the best matching tiles from REP, the 0.5 
meter grid of elevation values is partitioned into partially overlapping sub-
surfaces consisting of 25 (5 × 5) values (x11,y11,S(x11,y11)), (x12,y12,S(x12,y12)), …, 
(x55,y55,S(x55,y55)), see figure 5. Each sub-surface Z1 = <(x11,y11,S(x11,y11))

1
 , …, 

(x55,y55,S(x55,y55))
 1>, Z2 = <(x11,y11,S(x11,y11))

2
 , …, (x55,y55,S(x55,y55))

2>, …, ZN = 
<(x11,y11,S(x11,y11))

 N
 , …, (x55,y55,S(x55,y55))

N> must be classified into the category that 
is most suitable. This type of classification process is here called a categorization. 
Every sub-surface is compared with every representative tile and the best 
matching one are selected to replace the sub-surface in subsequent analysis.  

The comparison between sub-surfaces and tiles is done by use of a 
generalized distance measure, a function that computes a distance between a 
sub-surface and a tile. The measure is not a distance metric in a strict, 
mathematical sense since it measures a “distance” between different types of 
entities, i.e. a sampled sub-surface and a tile, where the axioms of metrics are not 
applicable. In this case, the generalized distance measure is chosen to reflect the 
similarity in the elevation values between a sampled sub-surface Zi and a tile 
sampled at the same locations as Zi. It is consequently only necessary to compute 
the values of the representative tiles of Appendix A in 25 positions (for this grid 
size and resolution). This can be done once (before the actual categorization) and 
stored for later comparison with different sub-surfaces. The mean elevation 
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below.  
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 i 

 
Figure 5: The partition of the grid G into sub-areas (left) and an incomplete 
triangulation of the areas (right).   

Two types of generalized distance measures have been used in this work, see 1 - 
2 below. The distance measures have slightly different properties regarding the 
similarity of sub-surfaces and tiles, but are similar in their structure. The distance 
measures have four steps in its calculation. These steps are designed to make 
sure that the similarity in shape is captured by the measure. First, the average 
elevation value of the sub-surfaces must be subtracted, rendering the average 
elevation value of the resulting sub-surface as zero. The average elevation value 
of a tile is zero by definition. This step is necessary to ensure that it is the local 
shape characteristics that influence the categorization and not the absolute 
elevation values. In the second step, both the tile and the resulting sub-surface 
must be divided by a normalizing factor that ensure that it is not the absolute 
value of inclination that influence the categorization. Seen as a vector (with 25 
dimensions), the normalization produces a vector of unit length. In the third 
step, the measures involve subtraction between the normalized elevation values 
to determine the point-to-point differences. Only the absolute value of the 
differences is considered. The final step concerns how the measure handles the 
point-to-point differences. In distance measure 1, the differences are summed 
and in distance measure 2, the maximum value of the differences is taken. The 
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distance measure 2 only takes into account the point with the worst mismatch 
between tile and sub-surface, whereas distance measure 1 takes all differences 
into account.  

1. dist1(Zi, (�j, fj)) = �
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In Paper II, a distance metric between tiles is introduced that is used to define 
the categories. The metric is a pseudo-metric, i.e. dist(a,b) is not zero only if a = b, 
but in other cases as well. The pseudo metric itself is defined using a pseudo 
norm of choice. A norm is a function with certain properties, see (2-3) below for 
pseudo norms for sampled sub-surfaces. The distance measures defined above 
can be seen as derived from the pseudo-metric for tiles using a discrete 
counterpart for the sampled sub-surfaces. For instance, considering the norm (1) 
below for functions defined on , the pseudo norm (2) is its discrete 
counterpart considering the finite sampling on the grid G. The distance measure 
1 above can then also be written as (4), assuming that Z = <(x11,y11,S(x11,y11)), …, 

<(x55,y55,S(x55,y55)) >  and that  is the mean height value of Z.   
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This method allows all sub surfaces, including those with very small internal 
height differences, to be categorized. However, too small height differences are 
likely to be due to various noise sources and the categorization of these sub-
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surfaces lead to random categorizations. To avoid this, a filtering threshold is 
introduced. All sub-surfaces with norms smaller than the threshold value will be 
considered as flat in all subsequent terrain analysis. The norm used for this 
filtering is the same one among (2-3) that is used in the categorization process. In 
the current implementation the sub-surfaces must be compared with all the 115 
possible tiles from REP to determine the most similar category. The best 
matching tiles are substituted with a symbolic tile, see Paper II. In Paper II, 
distance measure 3 and norm 3 was used. Distance measure 1 and norm 2 was 
used for chapter 4.6 of this thesis.  

3.5 Triangulation 

Models for approximation and visualization of the 3D terrain data are often built 
on triangulations. There are two major approaches to constructing a 
triangulation as an approximation of an original, triangulated or meshed, 
surface. The first, see e.g. [Hoppe96], is to create an initial triangulation of all 
available points and then to simplify it by successively removing suitable points 
and locally re-triangulating the surface. This is performed until a condition is 
met, typically on the maximum allowable error or on the maximum number of 
triangles used. The other, see e.g. [Garland95], is to find an initial triangulation 
containing a subset of the available points and then successively insert suitable 
points and locally re-triangulate the surface. Similarly, this is performed until a 
condition on either the maximum allowable error or the maximum number of 
triangles is met.  

The many existing methods in this area also differ in the way that they choose 
the points that are suitable to insert or remove. Most methods employ some form 
of importance measure based on local error, curvature etc. [Garland95]. An 
optimal solution to the problem for n points requires searching and evaluating 
all subsets of n points for triangulation. There is no guarantee that the optimal 
solution with n points is the optimal solution for n-1 points with an extra point 
inserted, which makes the optimal solution very computationally intensive. 
Therefore, fast algorithms yielding solutions with sub-optimal but sufficient 
accuracy can be important.  

Multi-resolution surface approximations 

A popular approach to surface approximation uses multiple levels of resolution 
to represent the surface. The general idea is to use different levels for different 
situations, hereby allowing optimization of the trade-off between processing 
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speed and accuracy at a wider range of situations. In [Hoppes96], [DeFloriani95] 
and [DeFloriani98] the authors describe methods for constructing a sequence of 
triangulations as surface representations at a sequence of resolution levels. These 
methods are generally applicable to all 3D surfaces and not only for terrain data. 
[Gross96] use a wavelet analysis of the terrain data and a quad-tree data 
structure to achieve a multi-resolution representation. Quad-tree and other data 
structures for representing surfaces at multiple levels of resolution can be found 
in [Ottosson01]. The method proposed in this thesis is not a multi-resolution 
method, but categorization and triangulation can be performed at multiple levels 
of resolution.  

Object dependant surface approximations 

Another approach to surface approximation uses high-level features (objects), 
e.g. ridges, peaks, ditches, to guide the level of detail at different parts of the 
model. Given a method that can determine relevant objects, more points can be 
used in the vicinity of these. In [BenMoshe02] the authors describe a method for 
approximation of a triangulated terrain surface that preserves visibility in the 
model necessary for efficient placement of antennas. The method detects ridges 
that are shown to be particularly important for preserving visibility. In this case 
the approximation is good if visibility is preserved and poor if it is not.  

This example highlights the fact that different applications have different 
concepts of error and that the error sometimes need to be smaller in the vicinity 
of significant features than other areas. As has been describe earlier in chapter 2, 
the error in the data from the laser radar itself or from certain pre-processing 
steps may not be uniformly distributed over an area, but rather is higher in areas 
of large slope and with many extreme points. The global error of the 
approximation may thus be insufficient as a measure of error for all applications. 
It is likely that more data must be used in the vicinity of important objects than 
would be deemed necessary from the perspective of a globally, error-minimizing 
method.  

Triangulation of tiles 

The triangulation of the ground surface in this work is built on the representative 
tiles. All tiles in an area of interest are triangulated in isolation and in sequence. 
If a symbolic tile has an edge between two points in the tile, that edge is used for 
triangulation. This method does not provide a complete triangulation of the 
surface, as the edges from neighbouring tiles are often not connected, see figure 
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5. A triangulation process that does not consider all points at the border of a tile 
results in discontinuities in the triangulated surface. Thus, the triangulation 
process cannot be performed using edge information from the symbolic tiles 
only. The process must access the data in a first step and in a second step 
triangulate the tiles using the “semi-triangulated” symbolic tile as a building 
block, see figure 6. In this work, the sub-areas of the symbolic tiles are 
triangulated using MATLABs built in algorithm for Delaunay triangulation 
[MATLAB], [Delaunay34]. 

  

Figure 6: An initial, partial triangulation of the surface based on the symbolic tiles (left) 
and a completed triangulation (right).   

Unfortunately, a Delaunay triangulation does not exist for all configurations 
of points. A Delaunay triangulation always exists if there are no three points on 
the same line and if there are no four points on the same circle. It is frequently 
the case that these conditions are not met in this case. However, the MATLAB 
algorithm still determines a triangulation. Although the choice of method to 
triangulate the sub-areas may have some effect on the error of the triangulated 
surface, the usage of MATLABs Delaunay triangulation is merely a convenience 
and turns out to work well. In the context of this work, almost any method 
would do. The hypothesis is that the symbolic tiles, not other methods, provide 
an approximation that is good enough for the applications. 

3.6 Database/storage solution 

The points, i.e. the (x, y, z) coordinate values, that are part of the triangulation 
must be stored if the 3D surface shall be reconstructed to an acceptable degree of 
accuracy. A database structure to support quick access to the data is crucial to 
the efficient use of the data. In this case, the data are stored in two different 
tables. Table 1 contains the symbolic tiles and Table 2 contains the data points. In 
[Ottoson01] the author points out that data access is one of the key factors that 
determines the performance of a 3D visualization system. This is still valid even 
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if modern graphic hardware and software are used. An important part of an 
appropriate solution is using an index.  

The symbolic tiles can contain an index to find the irregular data points faster 
than otherwise. A query for visualization of a certain area of interest can first 
access the symbolic tiles for that area. For each symbolic tile, pointers (at most 
two integers) can be stored to the irregular data points in the tile. The irregular 
nature of the points does not allow for a simple hash function to be used for their 
access, which the regular points does. As earlier mentioned, the triangulation can 
be performed locally for every tile in the area of interest. A database solution can 
be found in Paper I.  

3.7 Results 

Any approach to data reduction in a 3D terrain model must consider the trade-
off between the error introduced when omitting points from the original data set 
and the level of reduction. In this case, there are two major sources of error and 
reduction. The first is the reduction associated with the substitution of a surface 
element with a representative tile, the other is the filtering threshold � introduced 
by interpreting tiles with small norms as flat, i.e. as a tile without internal 
structure. The higher this threshold is set, the higher both the level of reduction 
and the higher the introduced error must be. This section describes the error and 
level of reduction when considering different areas and using different threshold 
levels. Triangulations of the surface are shown in chapter 4.  

In the following table(s) the reduction level and the error of different areas are 
described. An area is 100x100 m and therefore consists of 201x201 = 400401 data 
points in the original mesh. The 100x100 m size of the area was determined by 
the software for ground surface segmentation. Using the threshold � = � is equal 
to using only the four corner points of the square in triangulation. The number of 
corner points in an area is 51x51 = 2601. There are three different error metrics 
used in the tables.  

1) Error1 is the standard deviation error,  

2) Error2 is the sum of the absolute values of the errors divided by the 
number of tiles in an area, i.e. 2500, and 

3) Error3 is the number of points with an error larger than 0.5 meters.  

The error metric “Error3” is an indicative of the number of large errors in the 
triangulation. The number of large errors may not follow the standard deviation 
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error in a straightforward way if the distribution of errors is different from a 
Gaussian distribution.  
 

� # POINTS % REDUCTION ERROR1 ERROR2 ERROR3 

0 4847 88.0 0.127 1.29 86 
0.5 4684 88.4 0.128 1.30 88 
1.0 4022 90.0 0.130 1.35 91 
1.5 3463 91.4 0.133 1.40 99 
2.0 3124 92.3 0.136 1.44 99 
2.5 2895 92.8 0.138 1.47 106 
� 2601 93.6 0.146 1.54 138 

 

Tabel 3.1 The errors and level of reduction for area 6502400x1472100. 

 

� # POINTS % REDUCTION ERROR1 ERROR2 ERROR3 

0 4962 87.7 0.132 1.38 56 
0.5 4787 88.1 0.132 1.39 59 
1.0 3934 90.3 0.135 1.45 60 

1.5 3248 92.0 0.139 1.51 68 
2.0 2955 92.7 0.141 1.55 71 
2.5 2802 93.1 0.143 1.57 80 
� 2601 93.6 0.150 1.63 95 

 

Tabel 3.2 The errors and level of reduction for area 6502400x1472000. 
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� # POINTS % REDUCTION ERROR1 ERROR2 ERROR3 

1.5 3305 91.8 0.128 1.37 55 
2.0 2979 92.6 0.131 1.41 58 
2.5 2806 93.0 0.133 1.44 65 
� 2601 93.6 0.139 1.49 83 

 

Tabel 3.3 The average errors and level of reduction for the four areas 6502300x1472000, 
6502300x1472100, 6502400x1472000 and 6502400x1472100. 

A number of observations can be made from consideration of the tables: 

1) The standard deviation error introduced by the reduction is quite small, 
not exceeding 15 cm and generally varying between 13 and 14 cm. 

2) There are still a number of points where the error exceeds half a meter. 
Not shown in the tables is the fact that the number of tiles where the error 
exceeds 1 meter are zero for all areas.  

3) The error metrics are reasonably correlated and the choice of metric does 
not change the interpretation in a significant way.  

4) As the error grows very slowly with an increased � it seems as even a 
threshold level around 2.0 would be able to represent the terrain surface 
at an adequate level of accuracy. The added standard deviation error from 
letting � = 0 to � = 2.0 is about 1 cm and the reduction level increase by 
about 5%.  

Based on this data a suitable setting of the filtering threshold could be � = 2.0. 
What are then the expected performance of the categorization and triangulation, 
seen over an arbitrary area? This depends on the characteristics of the area in 
question. Apart from that, it also depends on the algorithm chosen for ground 
surface separation and the parameter choice in that algorithm. However, using a 
sample of eight areas described in table 3.4 below gives an approximate answer 
to the question.  

The average performance of the categorization and triangulation performance 
using a threshold level of 2.0 is a reduction rate of 92.8% with standard deviation 
errors of 13 cm and a ca. 60 points with error over 0.5 m. As will be shown in 
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chapter 4, this choice of filtering threshold is too high to support adequate object 
recognition. 

AREA # POINTS % REDUCTION ERROR1 ERROR2 ERROR3 

2400x1900 2798 93.1 0.139 1.42 93 
2300x1900 2821 93.0 0.123 1.34 41 
2200x2100 2795 93.1 0.121 1.28 56 
2200x2000 3060 92.4 0.135 1.48 77 
2400x2100 3124 92.3 0.136 1.44 99 
2400x2000 2955 92.7 0.141 1.55 71 
2300x2000 2978 92.7 0.134 1.47 35 
2300x2100 2859 92.9 0.114 1.20 28 

AVG 2924 92.8 0.130 1.40 62.5 
 

Tabel 3.4 The average errors and level of reduction for the eight areas using the filtering 
threshold 2.0. 
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4. Terrain Object Detection and Recognition 

In chapter 4 the detection and recognition of terrain ground surface objects are 
described. In this chapter the word “feature” will be used in a general sense to 
refer to any part of the terrain that stands out from its environment. The concept 
of terrain objects are discussed in chapter 4.1. Necessary definitions of the 
detection and recognition process are made in chapter 4.2. Syntactic object 
recognition is described in general in chapter 4.3 and its use for terrain object 
detection and recognition are described in chapter 4.4. The determination of 
terrain objects attributes values are described in chapter 4.5. Finally, results of 
the application of algorithms are visualized in chapter 4.6.  

4.1 Terrain Objects

What can be considered a terrain object in itself and what can be considered as 
part of the environment is relative to the task at hand. When concerned with 
visibility analysis for sensor planning a ditch may be insignificant, but when 
driving in the terrain it can be highly significant. However, any terrain feature 
that can be considered an object in itself is a deviation from its local 
environment. The deviations that are considered here are inclinations, 
convexities or concavities in the form of slopes, ditches, rides, etc. Features may 
be both inclined and convex/concave at the same time. If a feature is considered 
as an inclination or as a part of a convexity depends on the scale in which the 
terrain surface is viewed.  

The idea of finding features of the terrain surface that can be considered 
objects in their own right is related to the users needs for spatial querying and 
visualisation. Some terrain surface features are recognizable by a user and 
he/she must be able query about these features accordingly. A user must also be 
able to query for distances to such features, their slopes, their areas etc. Querying 
on spatial objects thus requires functionality for detection and recognition of 
these objects through pattern matching, but also functionality for logical 
reasoning about spatial objects and their attributes, as well as about relations 
between objects.  

The users need for visualization of the terrain surface is not restricted to the 
need to see the surface in 3D. As has been mentioned in previous chapters, the 
amount of data that can be collected by a laser radar on the terrain surface is 
very large. The data volume may be too large to survey by the users sufficiently 
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quickly. To support the users’ attention, important features of the terrain must be 
highlighted while unimportant details must be suppressed. Finding relevant 
terrain objects will thus enable the users to survey an area much faster.  

4.2 The Object Detection and Recognition process 

The process of finding and identifying relevant objects in sensor data is in 
general a step-wise process. Each step is performed in a designated process. In 
the field of target recognition, the process steps are typically defined as:  

� Detection – the process of determining whether a potential target is 
present in the surveyed area.  

� Classification – the process of determining whether a detected target is 
e.g. a building or a vehicle.  

� Recognition – the process of determining whether a classified vehicle is 
e.g. a tank or a truck.   

� Identification – the process of determining whether the recognized tank is 
e.g. a M60 or a T72.   

In this thesis, the terrain object detection and recognition process does not 
follow the typical step-by-step process. The detection and recognition of an 
object is performed in an aggregated process. A separate classification process is 
not performed at all. In the case of terrain objects these concepts are taken to 
mean:  

� Detection – the process of determining whether a certain area of the 
terrain is a potential terrain object.   

� Classification – the process of determining whether a potential object is a 
terrain object.  

� Recognition – the process of determining whether a terrain object is a 
ditch, a slope, a ridge, etc.  

� Identification – the process of determining whether the recognized object 
is a particular kind of ridge.  

The terrain object detection and recognition process is performed in four 
steps, see figure 7. Segment detection, segment connection, attributes determination 
and object filtering. In the segment detection, potential segments of the terrain 
objects are detected. These are connected to full terrain objects in the segment 
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connection, as can be seen in Paper II and [Sjövall02]. The attributes of these 
terrain objects are calculated in the attributes determination module and finally 
some of the terrain objects are discarded as they do not have wanted attribute 
values, e.g. are too small. This “object filtering” process is described further in 
chapter 4.5. Chosen filtering values are described in chapter 4.6. The process 
starts with a set of symbolic tiles and results in a set of terrain objects of a certain 
type and characteristics.  

Segment 
detection 

Segment 
connection 

Attributes 
determination 

Object filtering 

 

Figure 7: The terrain object detection and recognition process.  

4.3 Syntactic Object Recognition 

Syntactic object recognition assumes that the objects to be recognised are built 
from simpler sub-patterns. These sub-patterns may themselves be built from 
even simpler sub-patterns. The most simple of such sub-patterns are called 
primitives. In this case, the primitives are the symbolic tiles, where certain 
patterns of symbolic tiles build terrain objects. Objects are built from the 
primitives using techniques based on formal language theory. A primitive is the 
equivalent to a word in a language. Specific sequences of words define phrases, 
e.g. noun or verb phrases in a language. Sequences of phrases in turn define 
complete sentences, which in the case of terrain object recognition corresponds to 
terrain objects.  

Grammars  

A formal language is defined by a grammar. In a grammar the primitives are 
called terminal symbols. Specific sequences of symbols specify phrases, non-
terminal symbols, and sentences in the language by use of the production rules. The 
set of all sentences that the grammar can produce is called the language of the 
grammar. Sentences are produced by the production rules by substitution of 
terminal symbols for non-terminal symbols. Formally, a grammar consists of a 
tuple  

G = <N, T, P, S>, where 
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N = A set of non-terminal symbols, e.g. {A, B, C}.   

T = A set of terminal symbols, e.g. {a, b, c}.  

P = A set of production rules, e.g. {Start�AB, Start�BC, A�ab, B�ba, C�c}, 
specifying the allowed substitutions of symbols. In this example, substitutions 
can be performed of the symbols on the right hand side of the “�” to the symbol 
on the left hand side.  

S = A special non-terminal start symbol, e.g. {Start}.  

Essentially, the grammar interprets a sequence of terminal symbols through 
search and substitution of symbol sub-sequences that can be recognized by the 
production rules. A recognized sub-sequence is substituted by a non-terminal 
symbol. Sequences of non-terminal symbols can be searched and substituted for 
other non-terminal symbols or finally substituted for the start symbol. This 
process is called parsing. The process can be performed either in a bottom-up 
way as described here or top-down, starting with the start symbol (hence called 
“start” symbol) and substituting for phrases etc.  

There are four main classes of grammars, each allowing different types of 
production rules.  

1. The regular grammars only allow for production rules of the form A�aB 
or A�a.  

2. The context-free grammars only allow for production rules of the form 
A�	, where 	 is an arbitrary, non-empty sequence of terminal and non-
terminal symbols.  

3. The context sensitive grammars allow for production rules of the form 
	A	’�	
	’ where 	 and 	’ are (possibly empty) arbitrary sequences of 
terminal and non-terminal symbols and 
 is a non-empty string of 
terminal and non-terminal symbols. 

4. The unrestricted grammars that allow for substitutions with any number of 
terminal or non terminals on either side of the production rule. 

Attributed Context Free Grammars 

A certain extension of context free grammars is the attributed context free 
grammars. In such a grammar the symbols may have associated attributes. 
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Semantic rules specify how the attribute values on the left hand side can be 
calculated from the attribute values on the right hand side. The semantic rules 
are used to introduce “meaning” to the symbols of the derivation and the values 
of the attributes can influence the derivations. Formally, an attributed context 
free grammar can be described by a tuple  

AG = <G, A, R>, where 

G = A context free grammar.  

A = A set of attributes {a1,a2,…}, associated with the symbols. Any symbol may 
have all, or none, of the attributes in the set A as an attribute. An attribute a1 of a 
symbol A is denoted A.a1. 

R = A set of semantic functions and predicates associated with the production 
rules that compute the attributes values. The sub-set of semantic functions and 
predicates associated with the production P is called Rp.  

The set of attributes can be divided into two classes of attributes, the inherited 
attributes and the synthesized attributes. Synthesized attributes are attributes 
computed to the left-hand side of the production rules. Inherited attributes are 
computed to the right-hand side attributes. Only synthesized attributes are used 
in the terrain object recognition process. Thus Rp is a set of functions of the form 
A.a0 = f(X.a1,X.a2, …, Y.ak) for symbols X,Y and a production rule A�XY. The 
evaluation of attributes values are specified through the semantic rules. There 
must be one semantic rule for every attribute of the symbol on the left hand side 
of every production rule. In the parsing process the attribute values are 
computed every time a production rule is invoked. The synthesized attribute 
values of the terminal symbols are assumed to be given from the start of the 
parsing process. These attribute values can also be used to restrict the allowed 
substitutions in the grammar. 

Attributed context free grammars have been used in image interpretation. For 
a comprehensive description of this subject see [Marriot98], [Bellone04], [Han05] 
and [Fu82].  

4.4 Terrain Object Recognition by Syntactic Object Recognition 

A terrain object is a qualitative concept that can be of different sizes and shapes. 
The terrain objects that must be found are of several types, e.g. ditches, hills, 
slopes, and many shapes are possible even among a singular type. The general 
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approach to terrain object recognition must therefore be adaptable. Adaptability 
is required to allow for matching of all required types, sizes and shapes of terrain 
objects. Furthermore, it is impossible to create and maintain models of ditches, 
hills, slopes etc. of all possible variations. While terrain objects may be of many 
shapes they are still composed of simpler, regular parts and the composition 
from these parts are also regular. The number of such parts determines the size 
and global shape of the terrain object. A syntactic approach to recognition of 
terrain objects is therefore appropriate.  

As mentioned above, syntactic object recognition assumes that the objects that 
are to be recognised are built from simpler sub-patterns. Ditches or ridges can be 
seen as consisting of sub-patterns where small convexities or concavities are 
connected to form a longer object. These convexities or concavities can 
themselves be seen as consisting of a down/up slope, potentially followed by a 
flat area and finally followed by a converse up/down slope, see figure 8. As can 
be seen from this argument, the symbol represents the slope direction of the tile, 
called inclination in Paper II. The attributes, of which some are symbolic as well, 
represent the location of an edge in the tile, the position (positionX and positionY) of 
the tile, the convexity/concavity of the tile (called state in Paper II) and the norm of 
the tile. The interpretation of the symbols and attributes are described in Paper II 
and in Appendix B, where the attribute size has been added as well to account for 
tiles with different sizes than 2 × 2 meters.   
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Figure 8: Two connecting concavity patterns consisting of sub-patterns (seen from the 
left) a flat, a down slope, a flat, an up slope and a flat.   

The object detection and recognition process for terrain objects are described 
in Paper II, [Sjövall02]. Segments of the terrain objects are determined by a 
horizontal and a vertical search of the area, where the segments in each search 
are determined by an attributed context free grammar. The segments are 
recursively connected to form terrain objects. There are three methods to 
recognize terrain objects from the segments. These are all based on different 
algorithms for connecting segments to an aggregated object. The algorithms are 
simple connect, segment connect and edge connect. Very briefly, the simple connect 
algorithm connects two segments if they are close enough, the segment connect 
algorithm connects two segments if they are close enough and are both result 
from horizontal search or both result from vertical search. The edge connect 
algorithm connects two segments if the edges of the segments “match” in a way 
that are described in Paper II, [Sjövall02]. 

The description of the determination of the objects (sentences) from segments 
of symbolic tiles (phrases) is not done from the perspective of formal language 
theory in Paper II, [Sjövall02]. An additional method of determining objects from 
segments has also been developed. This method maps every segment to an 
extended symbolic tile. The algorithm is called the extended tile algorithm. A short 
description of the terrain object recognition in Paper II by an attributed context 
free grammar and extended symbolic tiles is given in Appendix B.    
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Uncertainty in Terrain Object Recognition through Grammars 

There are two major sources of uncertainty in the determination of terrain objects 
through a grammar. The first source concerns the choice of symbols of the 
language. There must be a reasonably small number of both terminal and non-
terminal symbols in the grammar if it is to be manageable and computationally 
tractable. However, a sub-surface can look an almost unlimited number of 
different ways. Hence, the terminal symbols are an imprecise description of the 
sub-surfaces. The non-terminal symbols will also be an imprecise description of 
the surface; partially due to the imprecision in the terminal symbols, but also due 
to the limited number of non-terminal symbols. There are many combinations of 
terminal symbols that can build a part of a terrain object and there cannot be a 
distinct non-terminal symbol for all such combinations.  

The other major source of uncertainty concerns the incomplete segmentation 
of the surface. Many sub-surfaces contain data that do not belong to the actual 
terrain surface. Even if the categorization of a sub-surface is correct, indeed it 
cannot be incorrect as a matter of definition, the incorrect category may be 
selected due to incorrect data being used.  

There are two major methods to handle uncertainty in grammars. The first 
method allow multiple, disjunctive derivations of a non-terminal symbol. 
Production rules may include other symbols than those that build perfect 
segments of terrain objects. In particular, symbols that are similar to the exact 
matching symbols can be used. For instance, when looking for a symbol that 
imply an inclination towards the east, symbols that imply inclinations towards 
north-east or south-east may also be allowed in a derivation. This method relies 
on errors in category selection or due to imprecision in the choice of symbols 
being small. It is particularly well suited for handling imprecision.  

The other method, e.g. [Han05], [Fu82], [Ivanov00], allow for probability 
theory to be used. This is appropriate for handling uncertainty in the selection of 
category for the sub-surfaces. A measure of probability must be assigned to the 
terminal symbol that corresponds to the probability of correct category selection. 
Uncertain selections/terminal symbols can be given less weight in the 
recognition process. The production rules can be used to override and correct 
uncertain selections. However, the probability of correct category selection is 
unknown.   
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4.5 Determination of Terrain Object Attributes 

When an interesting terrain object has been found, the next step in the process is 
to calculate its properties and attributes of relevance to further use in driveability 
determination and object filtering. In this case, the properties of interest are the 
length, width and depth/height of the objects. In [Edlund04], Paper III some 
methods to calculate these attributes are described. However, these methods has 
been refined and extended to achieve better performance.  

Length estimation 

In [Edlund04], methods for terrain object length estimation are introduced. The 
general idea of the length estimation is as follows:  

I. Use the midpoints of the object segments as a starting point. 

II. Connect the set of midpoints to create the middle line of the object.  

III. The length of the line is also the approximate length of the object.  

There are, however, many midpoints produced by overlapping segments 
from vertical and horizontal search and some midpoints are erroneous or 
inaccurately placed. Furthermore, the object may consist of several parts, in 
which case there must be more than one middle line to accurately describe the 
object. The algorithm must consequently be able to connect the set of points to 
multiple, individual lines if necessary. It must also recognize and delete outliers 
in the set of midpoints and finally the lines must be smoothed in order to reduce 
inaccuracies.  The algorithm is an extension of an algorithm described in 
[Edlund04] (chapter 7.7.7). In summary, the algorithm for computing the length 
of terrain objects is:  

1. Create the empty set of lines ML and an empty, current line L.  

2. Perform a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) on the set of midpoints 
Pm. This is a method to find the angles of the two principal axes of the data 
set, see e.g. [Johnson92] for further description, and is used to find a 
starting angle for the process described in step 4. Only the angle of the 
main axes 	 of the data set is used. Set current direction c = 	. Set 
threshold values � and �. A good setting is � = 4 meters and � = � * 2/3.  
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3. Take the first point p in Pm, remove p from Pm, add p to the current line L 
and set pn = p.  

4. As long as there is a point pn= (xn,yn):   

4.1 Predict the new point pp of the middle line by pp = pn + 
�*(cos(c),sin(c)). Set pold= pn.   

4.2 Estimate a new point pn in the middle line as the average of all 
points within the distance � of pp. Add pn to the line.   

4.3 Calculate the new current direction c = atan2(dy,dx), where dy =  
yn - yold and dx = xn - xold.  

5.   Set c = - 	 (in order to search the other direction seen from the first point 
p) and repeat step 4 until no new points are found.  

6. The current line L is added to ML and a new, empty current line is created. 
Repeat the process from step 2 until there are no points left in Pm.  

Width estimation 

In [Edlund04], Paper III a method for width estimation is introduced that is 
based on the width of the object segments determined in the object detection 
process. The average width of the object is calculated from the average width in 
the two search directions widthx and widthy as:  

yyxx

yx

widthwidthwidthwidth
widthwidth

Width
**

*


�  

A still more simple method uses the length estimation and the area that is 
covered by the tiles that the object consists of. The width is then:  

Width = Area/Length. 

Both methods are based on the assumption that the objects are equally wide over 
the entire object length.  

Object filtering 

Apart from using these attributes in driveability determination, the attributes 
can also be used to improve the recognition process. This is valuable when the 
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“surface data” only partially represent the terrain surface, i.e. when the surface 
segmentation process is unable to fully remove all non-terrain data. By using 
estimated attributes of e.g. width from the object data that is available, it is 
reasonable to assume that the width is similar over the entire object. The method 
used in this work is to label tiles as part of the object when the tiles overlap with 
the area defined by the estimated middle line and width. This is a part of the 
object filtering step described in chapter 4.2. In this processing step, the attribute 
data are also be used to filter out too small or too large objects. Results using 
these post-processing methods are shown in chapter 4.6.  

Attribute estimation accuracy 

It is unclear whether the methods for estimation of width of the terrain objects 
that have been described here, in [Edlund04] and in Paper III are adequate for 
driveability determination. No evaluation of the methods has been performed. It 
is clear that the assumption of equal width over the entire object is a 
simplification. Moreover, considering the tendencies of the measurement process 
as well as the ground surface segmentation process to suppress sharp 
inclinations in the data, it is also clear that the width estimate must be seen as 
unreliable irrespective of the accuracy of the methods. An accurate estimate of 
the width must be obtained by refining the estimate using the original data. This 
is equally likely to be necessary for the estimation of depth/height of an object.  

The estimation of length of an object has also not been fully evaluated. 
However, the length of a terrain object does not influence driveability, when 
driveability is defined as in chapter 5. The added value of using the expected 
length and width of a terrain object to compensate for occlusion or other data 
imperfections can be seen in the following results section.  

4.6 Results 

The main purpose of this work is to develop a function that support a user in 
getting a quicker awareness of the terrain objects of interest in the area of 
interest. The objects of interest are defined by the users in their queries. If the 
users should be able to trust such a function, the error rate must not be too high. 
That is, the function must detect and recognize almost all objects of interest while 
there must not be too many false objects detected. This section presents results 
regarding the accuracy of the implemented function. The influence on the 
accuracy of data uncertainties, different settings of parameters and usage of 
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different algorithms are discussed and visualized. There are no results on the 
accuracy of the algorithms for computation of the terrain object attributes. 

A complete evaluation of the function for detection and recognition of terrain 
objects require a visual inspection of the terrain to compare with the results of 
the algorithm. However, the result of the function cannot be better than the data 
that have been collected allow. The result from the detection and recognition 
function must be compared with the terrain surface representation that results 
from the ground surface segmentation. This evaluation is not only an evaluation 
of the methods for detection and recognition, but for the entire chain of terrain 
analysis, i.e. for categorization, detection and recognition. 

In the figures below, tiles that are considered as part of a requested terrain 
feature by the analysis are coloured red, while the other tiles remain green. Tiles 
in this section have been determined using the distance measure “1” in chapter 
3.4. The simple connect algorithm and the extended tile algorithm allow 
connection between segments where the mid points are at most four meters from 
each other. The extended connect algorithm that was used is described in 
Appendix B.  

   

Figure 9: Results from the ditch detection and recognition using the extended grammar 
approach (left) and the simple connect approach (right).   

Figure 9 shows the results from the application the detection and recognition 
algorithms for finding ditches in a 100 × 100 meters area about 100 meters 
outside of FOI in Linköping using the extended tile algorithm and simple 
connect algorithm. The results are very similar in this case and can also be 
compared to the results in Paper II, figure 10, where the distance measure “2” in 
chapter 3.4 is used. The very irregular, top-most connected feature is a small 
stream, see figure 11 in Paper II. Below the stream are two ditches separated by a 
road segment. This road segment narrows, at the right of the image, at a bus stop 
where the side walk is more elevated (up to 20 cm). This feature can be seen as a 
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straight, two tiles wide and about 15 tiles long “ditch” oriented horizontally in 
the image. At the bottom of the image, left and right, are a number of irregular 
features that do not correspond to any real terrain surface feature, but are 
remnants from trees due to incomplete surface segmentation.  

 

Figure 10: Results from the ditch detection and recognition using the extended tile 
algorithm (left) and the simple connect approach (right).  

In figure 10 the results from the application of the detection and recognition 
algorithms for finding ditches at another area outside FOI in Linköping. The 
same algorithms have been used in this case. As can be seen, a fairly large 
number of false, but very small, “ditches” are detected. Also, parts of the large 
concavity in the centre are mislabelled. Figures 11 and 12 illustrate a conclusion 
that can be drawn from this work; the applied algorithms are very sensitive and 
able to find fine grained features. The algorithms are able to find a road segment 
where the side walk is about 20 cm high. However, it is highly dependant on 
whether the terrain surface segmentation process is working well. In the data 
that has been used in this work, this is not always the case. More non-surface 
and high frequency features must be suppressed for optimal detection and 
recognition of terrain objects using the algorithms of this work. As is discussed 
in chapter 2, the accuracy of the estimation of e.g. slope angles and ditch width 
are decreased by surface segmentation. These parameters must be estimated 
from un-segmented terrain data.  
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Figure 11: Results from ditch detection and recognition using the edge connect 
algorithm with post processing (left) and the simple connect algorithm with post 
processing (right).  

Figure 11 shows the results of the edge connect algorithm and the simple 
connect algorithm. The area is the same as for figure 9, but with the difference 
that object filtering has been used (see chapter 4.5). This reduces the number of 
false ditches. The object filtering has filtered out all objects with a length shorter 
than 4 meters. However, there are still too many false ditches in the image due to 
inaccurate surface segmentation. Figure 12 (left) shows the same area using the 
extended tile algorithm. Again the performance is similar to the other 
algorithms. In figure 12 (right) there is a marked worse performance. This is due 
to the definition of all tiles with norms below 1.0 as flat. The results in chapter 3 
indicated that a filtering setting of � = 2.0 would be acceptable. As can be seen 
here, this setting is inadequate for the detection and recognition of terrain 
objects.  

 

Figure 12: Results from ditch detection and recognition using the extended tile algorithm 
with post processing considering tiles with norm � 0.5 as flat (left) and considering tiles 
with norm � 1.0 as flat (right).  
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In figure 13 and 14 another area is shown using the same algorithms and 
settings as for figure 11 and 12. The edge connect algorithm displays a slightly 
worse detection performance than the simple connect and extended tile 
algorithm, while it produces a slightly less number of false ditches.  

 

Figure 13: Results from ditch detection and recognition using the edge connect 
algorithm with post processing (left) and the simple connect algorithm with post 
processing (right). 

 

Figure 14: Results from ditch detection and recognition using the extended tile algorithm 
with post processing considering tiles with norm � 0.5 as flat (left) and considering tiles 
with norm � 1.0 as flat (right). 

The results of the detection and recognition of other types of terrain objects 
are very similar to the ones for ditches. In figure 15, ridges are shown in the same 
area as in figures 11 and 12. As can be seen from the comparison with these 
figures, the ridges overlap the ditches in some cases. This is particularly common 
in the vicinity of roads. The algorithms cannot tell whether a feature is a ridge or 
a road between two ditches. Post processing excludes ridges with length less 
than 4 meters. Slopes from the same area as in figures 13 and 14 are shown in 
figure 16. Again, slopes naturally overlap with both ditches and ridges 
depending on the size of the slopes. Note that two overlapping slopes can be 
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impossible to tell apart from a ridge or a ditch. In this case, post processing 
excludes slopes with length less than 4 meters.  

 
Figure 15: Results from ridge detection and recognition using the extended tile 
algorithm without post processing (left) and with post processing (right). 

Figure 16: Results from slope detection and recognition using the extended tile 
algorithm with post processing (left) and the simple connect algorithm with post 
processing (right). 

In summary, the algorithms do not differ much in performance. The filtering 
level concerning which tiles that can be considered flat must be set much lower 
than what would be optimal when considering the trade off between storage 
volume and accuracy. The algorithms can detect very fine grained terrain 
features. However, surface segmentation must be more effective if the approach 
taken in this work is to be adequate. This is illustrated by both the fact that there 
are too many false positives from the algorithms and the fact that different types 
of objects overlap too much. Post processing improves performance slightly, 
particularly since false positives are rejected when filtering out too small objects. 
The sensitivity of the method described in this work makes them a good 
candidate for detection of potential terrain objects. Further steps of classification 
and recognition are necessary for adequate recognition of the terrain objects.  
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5. Context Fusion for Driveability Determination

Chapter 5 consists of a description of context fusion for driveability 
determination and aspects of reasoning with incomplete and imprecise 
information. Context fusion is the process where terrain data and vehicle data 
are fused to provide a description of some properties of the context where we 
operate. In this case, this is the driveability properties of the context where we 
drive the vehicles. Chapter 5.1 contains a discussion of the concept driveability 
and its properties. The data sources that have been used are described in chapter 
5.2. In chapter 5.3, imperfections associated with the data are discussed. Data 
fusion in the context of these data is discussed in chapter 5.4. The methods to 
determine the driveability are described in chapter 5.5 and the results from using 
these methods on the available data are shown in chapter 5.6.   

5.1 Driveability and its properties 

There are numerous approaches to calculation of driveability, or trafficability as it 
is also called. However, the ways of calculation, and even the definition, is 
dependant on the particular application at hand, whether it is robotics 
[Choset00], path planning for the US Army [Ferguson00], ground target tracking 
[Fosbury07] or something else. A difficulty in comparing and evaluating 
different approaches is the lack of a common and stringent definition of 
driveability. In general, driveability can be loosely described as a property of a 
location that measure the level of ease with which vehicles can drive in that 
location. A number of remarks can be made regarding the definition of 
driveability:  

� Driveability can be connected to areas with spatial extension or to points 
without spatial extension.  

� Even though driveability is closely connected to the properties of the 
vehicles, it is defined as a property of a location and the type and 
capability of the vehicle is commonly understood from the context. It is 
sometimes unclear as to what type of entity that is referred to; all vehicles, 
a certain type of vehicle, or a known, individual vehicle?  

� The driveability at a location is actually different for different vehicles or 
vehicle classes.  
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� The way to measure the level of driveability varies. In [Donlon99] the 
level of driveability can be one of three qualitative values (unrestricted, 
restricted and severely restricted). [Slocum03] defines the level of 
driveability as a normalized number [0,1].  

� The definition of driveability does not in general include the concept of 
time. It is considered to be a static property of the locations.   

� The level of ease can refer to the ease of attaining certain locations, the 
ease of attaining certain speeds (at a location) or both.  

� Driveability can be seen as a property of a location or a relation between 
locations, i.e. a property of paths between locations.  

Influence of driving direction 

A commonly disregarded fact about driveability is that it is dependant on the 
driving direction of the vehicle, [Edlund04]. This is due to different abilities of 
the vehicles to drive up and down from slopes. A certain inclination angle can be 
driveable upwards but not downwards or vice versa.  

Driveability of areas or paths  

Driveability can alternatively be defined as the driving through an area A or as the 
being in an area A. Depending on the problem formulation, the difference in 
definition can be, but is not always, irrelevant. Relevant differences occur when 
it is possible to be in a certain area A and also in its neighbouring areas {B, C, D, 
E}, but it is not possible to drive from A to some of its neighbours {D, E}. 
Typically, this occurs when features that prevent driving are small, e.g. fences, 
ditches, in comparison to the size of the geographic areas in the problem 
formulation. If the driveability is defined as the possibility of being in an area, 
then all areas are clearly driveable. If on the other hand driveability is defined as 
the possibility of driving through the area, it is correctly possible to assign a 
different level of driveability to “going from A to D” than to “going from A to 
C”.  

Conversely, to drive through an area obviously means that the vehicle must 
be in the area, if only for a very short while. However, that does not mean that 
the vehicle can stay in the area for an extended period of time and then leave the 
area. Situations where it may actually be possible to drive through an area, but 
not stay in the area, are connected to situations where the vehicle has high speed 
and the area surface rigidity is too low to uphold a vehicle for long. Another 
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situation is when a vehicle is able to jump over a concavity that is not too wide. 
The area of the concavity can then be driven through, but the vehicle can 
obviously not stay in the air for an extended period of time and then drive on.  

Environmental influences 

Driveability may be influenced by the temperature and the weather in the area. 
The influence of temperature can easily be seen when considering that any large 
body of water may be driveable when the surface is frozen in winter, while it 
may not be driveable in summer unless the water is shallow. Rain or snow can 
also be seen to influence driveability. Both temperature and weather are factors 
that influence not only the driveability today, but also the driveability in the 
future. A complete model of driveability must therefore take historic values of 
temperature and weather into account when calculating the level of driveability. 
The level of driveability changes over time.  

Driving influences 

Finally, the driveability of an area may also be influenced by the amount of 
driving in the area. This can be seen when considering driving in wetlands or 
bare soil with heavy vehicles. The first vehicle may be able to pass without 
concern, but later on the passage can be degraded and subsequent vehicles may 
get stuck. Another example is the case when a vehicle passes through an 
obstacle, e.g. a small tree or fence. This may alternatively decrease (creating 
debris where the obstacle otherwise would have been possible to drive around) 
or increase (driving down a fence) the driveability of the area. Thus, the act of 
driving must actually be considered an operator on the area that changes the 
driveability. A complete model of driveability must take the amount of driving 
in the area into account.  

Partitions of the area of interest 

The different ways of considering the problem of driveability determination 
influence the way of viewing the area of interest. When concerned with robotics 
in indoor environments, it is common to view the area as containing obstacles in 
an otherwise free space. Obstacles are areas that are not driveable while the 
remaining area is driveable. Another way of viewing an area is to see it as a 
number of locations, connected with paths. This can be seen as a network, i.e. a 
set of connected nodes. The nodes are abstract representations of the locations 
and the arcs between the nodes can be associated with costs that represent the 
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driveability between these locations. In other approaches, the area is divided into 
sub-areas, either regularly or according to a qualitative scheme, e.g. according to 
the map classes. Different levels of driveability can be associated with the sub-
areas or travelling between the sub-areas. Finally, approaches where the area is 
seen as a continuous space is possible as well. Every point is associated with a 
particular level of driveability through a function defined on the entire AOI.  

Definition of driveability 

In this thesis driveability is defined as the possibility of driving a vehicle along 
path through an area. Depending on the vehicle, path and area, the driveability 
is different. Driveability is thus connected to geographic areas with spatial 
extension and not to points. The speed with which it is possible to drive along 
the path is irrelevant to its driveability. The areas in question are viewed as 
terrain objects of different types, with certain attributes and properties, 
belonging to certain object classes. In the context of this chapter, a terrain object 
can thus be more than a feature of the terrain surface, e.g. trees, forests and 
buildings are also considered as terrain objects. This view of driveability requires 
a partition of the AOI where the area is covered by, possibly overlapping, terrain 
objects. The principal source of this partition is a map of the AOI. Driveability is 
thus defined as the possibility of driving a vehicle along path through various 
terrain objects. 

Ways of driving past terrain objects 

Terrain objects may be single or aggregated. Single objects are e.g. ditches, 
slopes, trees and buildings. Aggregated objects are e.g. forests or urban areas, 
containing an aggregation of smaller objects that appear as obstacles. Whether an 
object should be regarded as a single object is a question of perspective and 
decision that must be a compromise between resolution and computational 
speed. There are four ways of driving past a terrain object, depending on the 
type of terrain object.  

� 3D-objects: It is possible to drive up and down the slopes, concavities and 
convexities, but it is also possible to jump over small concavities.  

� Obstacles on the surface (e.g. buildings, trees): It may be possible to drive 
through obstacles.   
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� Aggregated objects: It can be possible to drive in between the obstacles, but 
may also be possible to drive through them.  

5.2 Data sources 

The data sources that have been used in the development of this work are the 
Real Estate map and the laser radar data described in earlier chapters. Objects 
from these sources are called map objects and laser radar objects from now on. 
There is, however, a need for many more data sources if all the aspects of 
driveability are to be taken into account. The terrain data necessary for 
computing the driveability are: 

� 3D data of the terrain surface and about possible obstacles, 

� soil types,  

� water bodies,  

� vegetation types,  

� human alterations of the terrain, e.g. roads, buildings,  

� weather data, both current and historic, 

� temperature data, both current and historic. 

As can be seen, 3D data of sufficient resolution can be acquired by a laser 
radar. Weather and temperature data of sufficient quality should not be difficult 
to obtain in most situations. Soil data of adequate resolution is the most difficult 
to obtain. Currently, there is no way to obtain this data by remote sensing. Raw 
data about vegetation types, water bodies and human alteration can be accessed 
through maps. The Real Estate map is an example that has been used in this 
work. However, in some places of the world adequate maps are difficult to come 
by. Furthermore, the uncertainties in the maps are hard to assess as well. 
Partially, this is due to that a map is made to be interpreted visually by a human 
observer and is therefore a generalization adapted to that purpose. Furthermore, 
a map does not contain required information about the density of the forest or 
the ground vegetation types. A laser radar can be used to automatically classify 
some non-surface features and thereby come to terms with some of these 
problems, see e.g. [Tolt06]. The fusion of all these types of data to determine 
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surface rigidity is one of the most challenging problems that remain in 
driveability determination.   

Apart from the terrain data, it is necessary to have adequate vehicle 
performance data. In the case of estimating the driveability of your own vehicles, 
vehicle performance data are easy to obtain in principle. Some parameters are 
variable and difficult to estimate, e.g. weight and the ability to drive through 
obstacles. Intelligence is the primary source of information on other vehicles in a 
military scenario. 

5.3 Imprecision and incompleteness of data

Imprecision is one source of uncertainty that appear when calculating the 
driveability and stems from the model being unable to capture the full 
complexity of the data, see [Parsons01]. Reasoning with objects requires a model 
of that object. A model of a terrain object is a generalization of a certain complex 
feature of the terrain. Any such generalization induces imprecision in the 
description of that feature and its attributes. Attributes of terrain objects are not 
homogeneous, but often varies for different parts of the object. If the object is a 
ditch, the model may be that a ditch is an object with a certain length, width and 
depth, as is the case in this work. A forest can be seen as a collection of trees with 
certain stem sizes and distances between the trees. In these cases, ditch width 
and depth may vary between different locations. Tree stem size etc. varies 
between different individual trees in the forest, located also at different 
positions. Imprecision is different from vagueness since vagueness is due to a 
definition being inadequately known. E.g. the concept of “north” is very well 
defined but may still be used in an imprecise manner as a general reference to a 
directional interval. Other authors, e.g. [Worboys01], see vagueness as a 
particular case of imprecision. Imprecision also arises when grouping objects 
into classes. The users may want to know the driveability of a particular vehicle 
or group of vehicles, but knowledge about the vehicle attributes may have to be 
derived from a generic knowledge of the attributes of that vehicle type. 
Moreover, user estimates of the terrain object attributes are typically imprecise. It 
is very difficult for a human, through visual inspection, to give exact values of 
e.g. the width of a ditch or the inclination of a slope.  

The biggest source of uncertainty in the driveability determination is the fact 
that many important types of data generally are missing; either partially or even 
completely. Incomplete knowledge of the terrain object attributes and the vehicles 
attributes are common. In military applications this is due to the presence of 
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enemy combatants and it may even be impossible to collect the data by means of 
the sensors at our disposal. Incomplete knowledge about soil type, forest density 
etc. is likely to be common in new operation areas. Intelligence sources may not 
be able to determine the ability of vehicles to drive through obstacles or how 
much pressure the vehicle exerts on the ground.  

There are two similar mechanisms that are useful in such a situation. The first 
mechanism is to use default values that are provided by inheritance from super 
classes to the class of objects that the reasoning is currently performed on. When 
concerned with decision support, users can also be queried for suitable values to 
a certain parameter. They may have experience of the terrain that the system 
does not have readily available through crisp estimates of the relevant attributes.  

Interval representations and qualitative reasoning 

Qualitative representations and reasoning are particularly valuable when a 
quantitative representation is unavailable or computationally intractable. As has 
been argued above, data about the terrain is often incomplete and imprecise, i.e. 
quantitative data is unavailable. When handling incompleteness by user- 
introduced values or default values, these values must be considered imprecise. 
Thus it is very important that the system for driveability determination can 
handle imprecise values and still be useful. If the system for calculation of 
driveability requires highly precise values, committing to specific values when 
there is inadequate support for this, risks making the conclusions drawn from 
the reasoning with these values invalid. A way of handling this imprecision is to 
use value intervals as a way of specifying uncertain attribute values. The value of 
width, length, slope, etc. are specified as belonging to an interval [a,b]. This is the 
approach taken in this thesis.  

An interval specification does not include any known distribution on the 
values within the interval. Any value within the interval is possible and values 
outside the interval are impossible. There is no need to specify a probability 
distribution on the possible values of the attributes. Such a distribution is very 
difficult to obtain. Furthermore, to assume that the distribution of values is 
uniform forces a commitment to a belief that all values are equally likely. The 
interval representation forces no such commitment. Using intervals is a semi-
qualitative way of reasoning and provides a way to incorporate both precise and 
imprecise knowledge in the same computations. This can be done by the use of 
interval arithmetic where e.g. Q3 is an algebra of interval values (a qualitative 
algebra) which is described in [Parsons01].   
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The interval values used in Paper III are inspired by [Allen83]. Allen use 
interval representations for temporal qualitative reasoning, but his approach has 
been considered for qualitative spatial reasoning as well. It has been suggested 
that this approach is more cognitively adequate than quantitative approaches. 
Cognitive adequacy in this regard means that human knowledge about spatial 
relations is represented and remembered in a similar manner (conceptual 
adequacy) and that the result of the reasoning is similar to those made by 
humans (inferential adequacy). This suggestion is supported in the work by 
[Knauff99]. The author finds that the interval calculus is conceptually and 
inferentially cognitively adequate.  

Allen’s and Knauff’s work concerns interval relations between crisp objects 
where there is no imprecision in the description of the objects. The approach in 
this work concerns the comparison of “interval valued” attribute values, i.e. a 
maximum value and a minimum value are given. A generalization of spatial 
reasoning with imprecision using these two values is straightforward. This 
means that the interval representation can easily be integrated into a cognitively 
adequate tool for spatial reasoning. Such a tool would also be useful for terrain 
object data fusion, see chapter 5.4.  

5.4 Terrain Object Data Fusion

Data fusion in the context of geographical data often concerns classification of 
the terrain types in a certain geographical area using different data sources. 
Typically, it requires estimating the class of every point in the area rather than 
selected points of interest and involves fusion on level 0 according to the JDL-
model, see [Hall01] for more about the JDL-model. When the geographical data 
are represented as objects of certain type, with certain attributes and properties, 
data fusion can be performed on level 1 of the JDL-model rather than on level 0. 
Many standard data fusion methods developed in the context of estimation of 
target characteristics can be applied. These methods typically view the object as a 
point object and focus on the estimation of target position, class and kinematics. 
In the case of fusion between data from the Real Estate map and terrain surface 
data from laser radar, both data sources represent data as objects. For a further 
description of data fusion in the context of geographical data, see [Waltz01]. 

When fusing object data from different sources, data association must be 
performed. This is required to determine which (if any) pairs of objects from the 
sources that are in fact the same object. In this case, laser radar objects do not 
correspond to any map objects. There is no need to use standard data association 
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methods. However, there are restrictions on the geographical overlap between 
different types of objects. Laser radar objects as a ditch or a small stream can 
overlap with map objects as a forest or a field, but in general not with a road. 
Still, even this is possible if the road crosses over the stream by a bridge. Apart 
from the issue of calculating an accurate estimate of the object position, there is 
also the issue of visualization. The users may find it confusing to see an overlap 
between a road and a laser radar object. A number of complex issues must be 
resolved in a complete approach to driveability determination using terrain 
objects. The issue is complicated by the absence of data about the extension of 
map objects and unknown uncertainty about the location of them. The issue of 
association and localization of map and laser radar objects is not addressed in 
this work.  

In this work, the visualization issue is resolved by giving the Real Estate map 
precedence to the laser radar data. If a map object overlap a laser radar object, 
the assumed extension (based on default values) of the map object is assumed to 
be accurate and the visual appearance of the extension of the laser radar object is 
reduced correspondingly. The choice of this approach is by convenience. 
However, it can be noted that maps are created to be viewed and interpreted by 
human users and are thereby also likely to be appropriate for visualisation of 
driveability. The map objects can therefore have precedence to other objects for 
visualization purposes. The terrain analysis system may have to store multiple, 
parallel estimates of the localization of the terrain objects.  

The exact position of the terrain objects are not of primary concern in the 
driveability determination of this work. However, the spatial extension (width, 
length) of the objects is crucial. In the Real Estate map, such data are frequently 
missing. For experimental purposes in this work, necessary information have 
been added to the map objects.  

5.5 Driveability determination 

The determination of driveability is performed by using a set of rules. In these 
rules the terrain data are fused with the vehicle data to perform the context 
fusion. The semantics of these rules are simple; depending on the type of objects 
involved, logical combinations of comparisons of impact factors from the terrain 
objects and the vehicle capabilities, see Paper III, are evaluated. The logical 
combinations of the comparisons are conjunctions and/or disjunctions of simple 
comparisons of an impact factor of the path through the object and of the 
capability of the vehicle. A qualitative approach has been developed for the 
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determination of a simple impact cost value in the range of the set {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. 
The evaluation is formally defined by a function Eval below. The evaluations of 
the logical combinations are defined as Eval(A and B) = max(Eval(A), Eval(B)) 
and Eval(A or B) = min(Eval(A), Eval(B)).  

The imprecision in the terrain and vehicle data, see chapter 5.3, are handled in 
the determination of the driveability by the use of value intervals [a,b]. This 
imprecision is reflected in the impact cost associated with each rule. These costs 
are chosen to reflect an imprecision that is possible to interpret by a driver of the 
vehicle. In a conservative estimate of the driveability cost through a terrain 
object, the total driveability cost of the object may be calculated as the maximum 
driveability cost of all paths through the object, i.e. the impact cost of a terrain 
object TO is calculated as: TO.impact_cost = max(P.impact_cost) for every 
path .  TOP�

Unfortunately, not all rules can be applied to realistic source data. In the 
demonstration software that is developed, the rules that have been implemented 
can be seen in Appendix C. Three examples of comparisons can be seen below. 
The relative simplicity of the comparisons conceals the fact that some attributes 
are difficult to compute, e.g.  Vehicle Agility, defined as the ability of a vehicle to 
traverse a forest between the trees. For a more detailed description, see Paper III 
and Appendix C. Every path P has three types of classes; a 3Dclass, an 
Obstacleclass and a Coverclass. For a path P and a vehicle V, examples of rules 
are:  

1. if (P.3Dclass = Concavity and P.Obstacleclass = NoObstacle) then 
P.impact_cost = Eval{[(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Down_Capability) and  
(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Capability_Up) and (P.Surface_Rigidity  
V.Ground_Pressure)] or (P.Gap_Width � V.Gap_Capability)} 

2. if (P.3DClass = Flat and P.Obstacleclass = Forest) then P.impact_cost = 
Eval{[(P.Obstacle_Distance  V.Width) or (P.Obstacle_Rigidity � 
V.Force_Capability)] and (P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)} 

3. if (P.3DClass = Flat and P.Obstacleclass = NoObstacle) then  P.impact_cost 
= Eval{(P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)}  

In [Slocum03] a trafficability analysis engine is described that is an attempt to 
improve the qualitative, COO-based determination described in chapter 1. It is 
stated in this approach that it takes a few minutes to compute the result for an 
area consisting of about 1000x1000 cells. It is also stated that this computational 
speed is a major improvement as the manual calculation of the driveability 
normally takes days. The result of Slocums’ system is very close to a manual 
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output. The computational time for driveability determination in this work takes 
about 15 seconds when applied to an area of 300x300 meters and an initial 
resolution of 2 meters, i.e. 150x150 cells. Determination of the terrain objects and 
the visualization take the major part of the time. The results of this work are 
competitive with the results reported in [Slocum03] and, as such, it represents a 
major improvement over manual calculation.   

5.6 Results 

The calculation of the driveability of a vehicle results in a visualization of the 
driveability in different parts of the AOI. The demonstration system for 
driveability determination takes a set of symbolic tiles, a map and vehicle data 
from which driveability is calculated by applying the driveability rules. These 
rules take imprecision in the data into account and visualize the driveability 
depending on the possibility of travelling a path through that area. Not all 
existing map or laser radar objects in the area are visualised in the figures below, 
but only a large enough number to illustrate the approach. The terrain data 
attributes that has been used are partially from the terrain object detection and 
partially values selected to illustrate the approach. Real data of, e.g. surface 
rigidity, were not available. The selected/default values are described in 
Appendix C and, when needed, below.  

Driveability costs are measured from 1 to 6 as described in Paper III, where 
the cost 1 indicate maximum driveability capability and the cost 6 indicate 
minimum driveability capability. Each cost corresponds to a certain colour in the 
driveability visualisation:  

1. Cost 1 corresponds to clear green. 
2. Cost 2 correspond to dull green. 
3. Cost 3 correspond to orange.  
4. Cost 4 correspond to yellow. 
5. Cost 5 correspond to pink.  
6. Cost 6 correspond to red.  

In figure 17, the driveability for a tank is shown to a white background 
(signifying absence of information) using only selected map (left) and laser radar 
objects (right). The visualised driveability is the minimum driveability (worst 
case) for every path through the objects. Apart from these objects the area 
contains fields of low impact cost to the type of vehicles in question. The low 
impact cost of the field is illustrated in figure 18, where the driveability of the 
field is also included in the visualisations. The road is not visible in figure 18 as it 
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has the same colouring/driveability as the fields. The interpretation of this fact is 
that it is equally possible for the vehicles in question to drive on the field as it is 
on the road. Whether it is possible to drive faster or more comfortably on the 
road is, however, not relevant for the driveability analysis.  

 

Figure 17: The driveability of a tank considering selected map objects (left) and laser 
radar objects (right) against a white background. The three map objects are a forested 
area (bottom left), a forested marsh area (top) and a road. The laser radar objects are 
the major concavities and slopes in the area.   

 

Figure 18: The driveability of a tank considering map objects only (left) and all terrain 
objects (right). 

In figure 18 the difference between the left and right image illustrates the 
contribution of the laser radar data to the driveability determination. Additional 
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sub-areas are assigned a higher cost when knowledge about the laser radar 
objects is added to the driveability analysis. The left image in figure 18 is, 
however, erroneous when missing information about the laser radar objects is 
considered. Missing information about the laser radar objects should not mean 
disregarding the elevation differences in the area. The left image does not take 
the possible elevation differences into account adequately and is effectively 
visualising the same image as would be accurate if the entire area is flat.  

In figure 19 a more adequate visualisation of the driveability without the 
presence of the laser radar objects is given. The left image concerns the case 
where there is no knowledge about the existence of laser radar objects. In this 
case the entire AOI is regarded as a single laser radar object. It is also assumed 
that it is known that the slope is zero at some locations and that the slope to high 
at some locations. In the right image the locations of laser radar objects are 
known, but the attribute values (width, slope) is assumed to be known to vary 
between very small and very high values.  

 
Figure 19: The driveability of a tank regarding the entire AOI as a laser radar object 
(left) and assuming maximum variability in laser radar objects attributes (right).  

In figure 20 the driveability of a troop carrier are compared with the 
driveability of the tank. All laser radar objects have maximum costs from the 
perspective of the troop carrier, while it sometimes is possible for the tank to 
drive through the area. The forested marsh area at the top is, however, less costly 
to drive through for the troop carrier. In this case, it is due to the troop carrier 
exerting less ground pressure than the tank and therefore it is less likely for the 
troop carrier to get stuck (when using the current, perhaps unrealistic, setting of 
the attribute values).  
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Figure 20: The driveability of a troop carrier (left) and tank (right) considering selected 
terrain objects against a white background.    

In figure 21 two different settings of exerted ground pressure has been 
assumed for the Troop carrier. The left image assume the default value [1.0,1.5] 
(1000 kg). In the right image the exerted ground pressure is assumed to be 
[4.5,5.5] (1000 kg). It is clearly shown that the cost to drive through the most 
areas has increased. Only the road has still the ability to uphold the vehicles.   

 

Figure 21: The driveability of a troop carrier considering different values on the exerted 
ground pressure. To the left lower default values (Vehicle.Ground_Pressure = [1.0,1.5]) 
and to the right a significantly larger ground pressure is assumed 
(Vehicle.Ground_Pressure = [4.5,5.5]) .  
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Figure 22: The driveability of a Tank, assuming extra imprecision in vehicle slope 
capability (left), and no imprecision regarding the slope capability (right). Assumed 
values are Vehicle.Slope_Capability_Up =  Vehicle.Slope_Capability_Down = [10,60] 
(degrees) to the left and Vehicle.Slope_Capability_Up =  
Vehicle.Slope_Capability_Down = [50,50] (degrees) to the right.  

The imprecision in vehicle data capabilities influence the driveability in a 
similar manner as the imprecision in terrain data. In figure 22 the difference in 
driveability between two levels of imprecision regarding vehicle slope capability 
is illustrated. In figure 23 the level of imprecision is reduced even more and in 
the right image there is no imprecision left. As can be seen, the impact cost is 
reduced to two possible values, indicating driveability for all (green) or no (red) 
vehicles.    
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Figure 23: The driveability of a tank when assuming no imprecision of the vehicle 
capabilities (left) and no imprecision regarding the vehicle capabilities or the terrain 
objects (right). Assumed values are shown in the text below.  

The assumed values of the attributes in figure 23: 

Vehicle.Gap_Capability = 2.5 (meters)  

Vehicle.Slope_Capability_Up =50 (degrees) 

Vehicle.Slope_Down_Capability =50 (degrees) 

Vehicle.Force_Capability =550 (1000 kg * meters/second) 

Vehicle.Ground_Pressure =4.0 (1000 kg)  

Vehicle.Width = 3.5 (meters) 

P.Gap_Width = individual value (meters)  

P.Slope_Angle = 45 (degrees) 

P.Obstacle_Rigidity (buildings) = 550 (1000 kg *meters/second) 

P.Obstacle_Rigidity (trees) = 125 (1000 kg *meters/second)  

P.Obstacle_Distance (forest) = 2.0 (meters) 

P.Surface_Rigidity (marsh) = 3.0 (1000 kg)  

P.Surface_Rigidity (forest) = 4.5 (1000 kg)  

P.Surface_Rigidity (road) = 8.0 (1000 kg)  

P.Surface_Rigidity (field) = 5.0 (1000 kg)  
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The system makes it possible to use the laser radar data in conjunction with 
intelligence and user-derived data. This is particularly important when it is likely 
that the data only incompletely characterize the situation, but where it is still 
likely that qualitative information about the terrain characteristics is available. 
With increasing precision of the data, the approach allows for increasing 
accuracy in the determination and subsequent visualization of the driveability. 
The approach is in line with a cognitively adequate approach to spatial 
reasoning. Automating driveability determination may reduce the time required 
for driveability determination from a day to a few minutes.  

The determination of the driveability reduces the data necessary to 
communicate, which is essential if the information is to be distributed to a 
mobile presentation device, either on a vehicle or to a soldier on the field, by 
radio communication. The map representation of the driveability makes the 
result easily recognizable and quick to survey by a human. Moreover, there are 
only a few, well defined states described by distinct colours, which correspond 
to distinctly different situations in the choice of path for the users.  
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6. Discussion 

6.1 Results 

A semi-qualitative data structure for terrain surface modelling has been 
developed. The original terrain surface model that has been used in this work is 
a 3D model generated by a laser radar from TopEye AB. A categorization and 
triangulation process has also been developed to substitute the high resolution 
3D model for this data structure. The qualitative part of the structure can also be 
used for matching and recognition of terrain features. The quantitative part of 
the structure is, together with the qualitative part, used for visualization of the 
terrain surface. Substituting the 3D model for the semi-qualitative structures 
means that a data reduction is performed. An evaluation has been performed to 
determine the consequences for the surface representation accuracy having 
different levels of data reduction. High levels of reduction can be accomplished 
without introducing large errors, i.e. a reduction rate of 92.8% results in an 
added average error with a standard deviation of 13 cm. The added standard 
deviation error is about 1 cm when the reduction level increases by about 5%. 

A number of algorithms for detection and recognition of different terrain 
objects have been developed. The algorithms use the qualitative part of the 
previously developed semi-qualitative data structure as input. The taken 
approach is based on matching of symbols and syntactic pattern recognition. 
Results regarding the accuracy of the implemented algorithms for detection and 
recognition of terrain objects are visualized, as well as the influence on the 
accuracy of data uncertainties, different settings of filtering levels and usage of 
different algorithms. The algorithms do not differ much in performance. The 
filtering level must be set much lower than what would be optimal considering 
only data reduction and standard deviation errors. While standard deviation 
errors increase with 1 cm, terrain object detection and recognition may be 
rendered impossible. Very fine grained terrain features can, however, be 
detected if the filtering level is not too high. However, surface segmentation 
must be effective if the approach in this work is to be adequate. Remains of trees 
and other non-surface structures gives rise to many false detections if the surface 
segmentation is inadequate.   

An analysis of the terrain driveability has been performed and a method for 
determination of driveability has been developed. The recognized terrain objects 
are used together with map data in this method. The uncertainty associated with 
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the imprecision of the data has been taken into account as well. Six distinct levels 
of driveability are identified, inspired by and related to the approach by 
[Allen83]. The system makes it possible to use the laser radar data in conjunction 
with intelligence and user-derived data. With increasing precision of the data, 
the approach allows for increasing accuracy in the determination and subsequent 
visualization of the driveability. This automation of the driveability 
determination reduces the time required for the driveability determination to a 
few minutes.  

6.2 Conclusions 

A unique, combined approach for data reduction and recognition of specific 
terrain objects in the terrain surface has been developed. The approach has high 
potential to find very fine grained objects, but is also sensitive to small data 
inaccuracies. When the data have too many remains from trees and other non-
surface parts this approach is not adequate.  

The critical information that is necessary to detect and recognize terrain 
objects can be about 5 % of the data points. While filtering out this critical 
information the standard deviation error increase with only a centimetre, but 
detection and recognition of terrain objects may be impossible. This indicates 
that a method for optimal surface construction that relies on a measurement of 
standard deviation errors is unsuitable if terrain object detection and recognition 
shall be performed.  

Determination of driveability is a very complex subject. Many types of data 
are required and much data are in general missing or imprecisely known. The 
proposed method for driveability determination is able to take this into account, 
by using the six qualitative levels of uncertainty regarding the possibly of 
driving through a terrain object. The complete system for terrain analysis allows 
the user to quickly find relevant terrain surface features in a large 3D data set 
and to determine the driveability of this terrain. 

6.3 Future work  

The most urgent future work regards the driveability determination, where there 
still is much work to be done. Other data sources, their influence on the 
driveability and uncertainties must be taken into account in the driveability 
determination. The terrain object data fusion must be developed further.  

Furthermore, an investigation of the usefulness of the approach as a decision 
support tool must be performed involving the users.  
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In [Gustafsson05], the approach has been extended to include algorithms for 
finding the best path between two points using a combination of search 
algorithms. These algorithms must be further developed and evaluated.  

If the approach to terrain object detection and recognition shall be fully 
evaluated, it must be tested against a more effective ground surface 
segmentation method.   
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A Definition of the representative tiles 

As mentioned in chapter 3.3, the set of representative tiles REP can be defined by 
the use of 15 generative functions {g00, …, g140} defined on [-1,1]×[-1,1]. The 
functions are: 

� g00(x,y) � 0 

� g10(x,y) � y/2 

� g20(x,y) � (1/2�2)*(x+y) 
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These functions generate all representative tiles in REP by translation and three 
types of transformations, i.e. multiplication of the function by -1, multiplication 
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of the arguments by -1 and substituting the arguments. Apart from the 
translations, the tiles in REP are generated by: 

� g00(x,y) does not generate any other tiles.    

� g11(x,y) � g10(x,-y), g12(x,y) � g10(y,x), g13(x,y) � g10(-y,x).    

�  g21(x,y) � g20(x,-y), g22(x,y) � g20(-y,x), g23(x,y) � g20(-y,-x).    

� g31(x,y) � g30(y,x), g32(x,y) � -g30(x,y), g33(x,y) � -g30(y,x).    

� g41(x,y) � g40(x,-y), g42(x,y) � -g40(x,y), g43(x,y) � -g40(x,-y).    

� g51(x,y) � g50(x,-y), g52(x,y) � g50(-x,y), g53(x,y) � g50(-x,-y), g54(x,y) � -g50(x,y), 
g55(x,y) � -g50(x,-y), g56(x,y) � -g50(-x,y), g57(x,y) � -g50(-x,-y). 

� g61(x,y) � g60(x,-y), g62(x,y) � g60(-x,y), g63(x,y) � g60(-x,-y), g64(x,y) � g60(y,x), 
g65(x,y) � g60(y,-x), g66(x,y) � g60(-y,x), g67(x,y) � g60(-y,-x), g68(x,y) � -g60(x,y), 
g69(x,y) � -g60(x,-y), g610(x,y) � -g60(-x,y), g611(x,y) � -g60(-x,-y), g612(x,y) � -
g60(y,x), g613(x,y) � -g60(y,-x), g614(x,y) � -g60(-y,x), g615(x,y) � -g60(-y,-x). 

� g71(x,y) � g70(x,-y), g72(x,y) � g70(y,x), g73(x,y) � g70(-y,x), g74(x,y) � -g70(x,y), 
g75(x,y) � -g70(x,-y), g76(x,y) � -g70(y,x), g77(x,y) � -g70(-y,x). 

� g81(x,y) � -g80(x,y).    

� g91(x,y) � -g90(x,y), g92(x,y) � g90(-x,y), g93(x,y) � -g90(-x,y), g94(x,y) � g90(y,x), 
g95(x,y) � -g90(y,x), g96(x,y) � g90(-y-,x), g97(x,y) � -g90(-y,-x). 

� g101(x,y) � -g100(x,y), g102(x,y) � g100(y,x), g103(x,y) � -g100(y,x), g104(x,y) � 
g100(x,-y), g105(x,y) � -g100(x,-y), g106(x,y) � g100(-x,y), g107(x,y) � -g100(-x,y). 

� g111(x,y) � -g110(x,y), g112(x,y) � g110(x,-y), g113(x,y) � -g110(x,-y), g114(x,y) � 
g110(-x,y), g115(x,y) � -g110(-x,y), g116(x,y) � g110(-x,-y), g117(x,y) � -g110(-x,-y). 

� g121(x,y) � -g120(x,y), g122(x,y) � g120(x,-y), g123(x,y) � -g120(x,-y), g124(x,y) � 
g120(-x,y), g125(x,y) � -g120(-x,y), g126(x,y) � g120(-x,-y), g127(x,y) � -g120(-x,-y). 

� g131(x,y) � -g130(x,y), g132(x,y) � g130(x,-y), g133(x,y) � -g130(x,-y), g134(x,y) � 
g130(-x,y), g135(x,y) � -g130(-x,y), g136(x,y) � g130(-x,-y), g137(x,y) � -g130(-x,-y), 
g138(x,y) � g130(y,x), g139(x,y) � -g130(y,x), g1310(x,y) � g130(y,-x), g1311(x,y) � -
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g130(y,-x), g1312(x,y) � g130(-y,x), g1313(x,y) � -g130(-y,x), g1314(x,y) � g130(-y,-x), 
g1315(x,y) � -g130(-y,-x). 

� g141(x,y) � -g140(x,y), g142(x,y) � g140(x,-y), g143(x,y) � -g140(x,-y), g144(x,y) � 
g140(-x,y), g145(x,y) � -g140(-x,y), g146(x,y) � g140(-x,-y), g147(x,y) � -g140(-x,-y), 
g148(x,y) � g140(y,x), g149(x,y) � -g140(y,x), g1410(x,y) � g140(y,-x), g1411(x,y) � -
g140(y,-x), g1412(x,y) � g140(-y,x), g1413(x,y) � -g140(-y,x), g1414(x,y) � g140(-y,-x), 
g1415(x,y) � -g140(-y,-x). 

In some cases, other transformations than the ones used here could be used 
equally well, e.g. g116(x,y) � g110(-y,-x) defines the same transformation as the one 
above. The equations above define totally 115 different representatives. All 
categories can be defined by translation of these representatives to the right area 
�.  
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B Attributed context free grammars for 
terrain object recognition 

The detection and recognition of three types of terrain objects and two types of 
algorithms will be described in this appendix. Ditches, slopes and ridges are the 
terrain objects and the algorithms are segment connect and extended connect. The 
attributes for all symbols are A = {positionX, positionY, size, norm}.  

We use the symbol N for all left hand sides in the production rules and the 
symbols A1, A2, …, An for all right hand sides of production rules. The position 
and norm of the symbolic tiles are given in the categorization process and the 
size of a symbolic tile is 1.  Calculation of the position of a non-terminal symbol 
must be adjusted for the possibly different sizes of the right hand symbols of the 
derivation. The semantic rules R for the algorithms are:  

R  = {  ,..
1
�
�

�
n

i
i sizeAsizeN ,.*.

.
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ii sizeApositionXA

sizeN
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n
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sizeN
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�
n

i
i normAnormN

1
.. }. 

In the following appendix expressions including the symbol “*”denotes a 
concatenation relation. There are a number of different such concatenation 
relations in this work. The interpretation of these relations is:  

1. The relation “A *h B” is interpreted as true if the symbolic tiles A and B 
are horizontal neighbours, i.e. if A.positionY = B.positionY and 
A.positionX + 2 = B.positionX.  

2. The relation “A *v B” is interpreted as true if the symbolic tiles A and B 
are vertical neighbours, i.e. if A.positionX = B.positionX and A.positionY 
= B.positionY + 2.  

3. For the algorithm segment connect the relation “A *sch B” is interpreted 
as true for the symbols if a) A.positionX + 2 = B.positionX and b) 
A.positionY + (A.size/2)  B.positionY - (B.size/2) or A.positionY - 
(A.size/2) � B.positionY + (B.size/2). The condition b) is equivalent to an 
overlap between segments in the way described in Paper II. 
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4. For the algorithm segment connect the relation “A *scv B” is interpreted 
as true for the symbols if a) A.positionY = B.positionY + 2 and b) 
A.positionX + (A.size/2)  B.positionX - (B.size/2) or A.positionX - 
(A.size/2) � B.positionX + (B.size/2).The condition b) is equivalent to an 
overlap between segments in the way described in Paper II.  

5. For the algorithm extended connect the relation “*” is interpreted as true if 

.4)..()..( 22 �

 positionYBpositionYApositionXBpositionXA  

Detection and recognition of ditches  

The attributed context free grammars AGdsc = <Gdsc, A, R> and AGdec = <Gdec, A, 
R> to recognize ditches can be described as follows. Starting with the context 
free grammars Gdsc = <Ndsc, T, Pdsc, Sd> and Gdec = <Ndec, T, Pdec, Sd>, the set T of 
symbolic tiles is the same for all grammars and for all terrain objects:  

T = The set of symbolic tiles = {(0 0 0 0), (1 0 0 0), (2 0 0 0), (3 0 0 0), (4 0 0 0), (5 
0 0 0), (6 0 0 0), (7 0 0 0), (8 0 0 0), (0 1 0 0), (0 2 0 0), (0 1 1 1), (0 2 1 1), (0 1 3 3), (0 2 
3 3), (0 1 5 5), (0 2 5 5), (0 1 7 7), (0 2 7 7), (1 1 2 7), (1 2 2 7), (1 1 3 6), (1 2 3 6), (1 1 3 
7), (1 2 3 7), (1 1 3 8), (1 2 3 8), (1 1 4 7), (1 2 4 7), (2 1 1 3), (2 2 1 3), (2 1 1 4), (2 2 1 
4), (2 1 4 6), (2 2 4 6), (2 1 4 7), (2 2 4 7), (2 1 4 8), (2 2 4 8), (2 1 5 7), (2 2 5 7), (2 1 5 
8), (2 2 5 8), (3 1 1 4), (3 2 1 4), (3 1 1 5), (3 2 1 5), (3 1 1 6), (3 2 1 6), (3 1 2 5), (3 2 2 
5), (3 1 5 8), (3 2 5 8), (4 1 1 6), (4 2 1 6), (4 1 1 7), (4 2 1 7), (4 1 2 5), (4 2 2 5), (4 1 2 
6), (4 2 2 6), (4 1 2 7), (4 2 2 7), (4 1 3 5), (4 2 3 5), (4 1 3 6), (4 2 3 6), (5 1 2 7), (5 2 2 
7), (5 1 3 6), (5 2 3 6), (5 1 3 7), (5 2 3 7), (5 1 3 8), (5 2 3 8), (5 1 4 7), (5 2 4 7), (6 1 1 
3), (6 2 1 3), (6 1 1 4), (6 2 1 4), (6 1 4 6), (6 2 4 6), (6 1 4 7), (6 2 4 7), (6 1 4 8), (6 2 4 
8), (6 1 5 7), (6 2 5 7), (6 1 5 8), (6 2 5 8), (7 1 1 4), (7 2 1 4), (7 1 1 5), (7 2 1 5), (7 1 1 
6), (7 2 1 6), (7 1 2 5), (7 2 2 5), (7 1 5 8), (7 2 5 8), (8 1 1 6), (8 2 1 6), (8 1 1 7), (8 2 1 
7), (8 1 2 5), (8 2 2 5), (8 1 2 6), (8 2 2 6), (8 1 2 7), (8 2 2 7), (8 1 3 5), (8 2 3 5), (8 1 3 
6), (8 2 3 6)}.  

The interpretation of a symbolic tile can be seen in Paper I and Paper II. In 
short; the tiles can be divided into nine zones, numbered from 0 to 8 as can be 
seen in figure 24 (left). The first integer describe the inclination direction of the 
tile, the second integer describe if the tile is convex (“1”), concave (“2”) or neither 
convex or concave (“0”). The third and fourth integers describe the orientation of 
an edge in the tile. If there is an extreme point instead of an edge, the third and 
fourth integers are equal. Examples of symbolic tiles are given in figure 24 
(right), where the arrow indicates the direction of the inclination of a sub-area.  
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Y 

 

Figure 24: The zones zero to eight, indicated by green rectangles on a red tile (right) and 
the symbolic tiles (1 2 3 7), (0 2 3 7), (2 2 4 8) and (2 2 3 8) counting from top left, top 
right, bottom left, bottom right (right).   

For the ditch recognition filter using the segment connect algorithm, Ndsc and Sd 
are: 

Ndsc = {SegV, SegH, SegHor, SegVer, LSegVer, LefSegVer, MSegVer, 
MidSegVer, RSegVer, RigSegVer, USegHor, UppSegHor, MSegHor, MidSegHor, 
DSegHor, DowSegHor, SegDia1H, SegDia2H, SegDia1V, SegDia2V, XSegDia1V, 
MSegDia1V, YSegDia1V, XSegDia2V, MSegDia2V, YSegDia2V, XSegDia1H, 
MSegDia1H, YSegDia1H, XSegDia2H, MSegDia2H, YSegDia2H, XxxSegDia1, 
MidSegDia1, YyySegDia1, XxxSegDia2, MidSegDia2, YyySegDia2}, Sd = 
{DITCH}.  

The production rules for the algorithm segment connect are:  
Pdsc = {DITCH � SegVer *sch SegV, SegV � SegVer *sch SegV, SegV � 

SegVer | <empty>, DITCH � SegHor *scv SegH, SegH � SegHor *scv SegH, 
SegH � SegHor | <empty>, SegHor � SegDia1H | SegDia2H, SegVer � 
SegDia1V | SegDia2V, 

SegVer � LSegVer *v MSegVer *v RSegVer, LSegVer � LefSegVer, LSegVer � 
LefSegVer *v LSegVer, MSegVer � MidSegVer | <empty>, MSegVer � 
MidSegVer *v MSegVer, RSegVer � RigSegVer, RSegVer � RigSegVer *v 
RSegVer, SegHor � USegHor *h MSegHor *h DSegHor, USegHor � 
UppSegHor, USegHor � UppSegHor *h USegHor, MSegHor � MidSegHor | 
<empty>, MSegHor � MidSegHor *h MSegHor, DSegHor � DowSegHor, 
DSegHor � DowSegHor *h DSegHor,  

SegDia1H � XSegDia1H *h MSegDia1H *h YSegDia1H, SegDia2H � 
XSegDia2H *h MSegDia2H *h YSegDia2H, SegDia1V � XSegDia1V *v 
MSegDia1V *v YSegDia1V, SegDia2V � XSegDia2V *v MSegDia2V *v 

0 1 

2 3 4 

5 

6 7 8 
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YSegDia2V, XSegDia1 � XxxSegDia1 *v XSegDia1V, XSegDia1H � XxxSegDia1 
*h XSegDia1H, XSegDia1H � XxxSegDia1, XSegDia1V � XxxSegDia1, 
YSegDia1V � YyySegDia1 *v YSegDia1V, YSegDia1H � YyySegDia1 *h 
YSegDia1H, YSegDia1H � YyySegDia1, YSegDia1V � YyySegDia1, XSegDia2V 
� XxxSegDia2 *v XSegDia2V, XSegDia2H � XxxSegDia2 *h XSegDia2H, 
XSegDia2H � XxxSegDia2, XSegDia2V � XxxSegDia2, YSegDia2V � 
YyySegDia2 *v YSegDia2V, YSegDia2H � YyySegDia2 *h YSegDia2H, 
YSegDia2H � YyySegDia2, YSegDia2V � YyySegDia2, MSegDia1V � 
MidSegDia1 *v MSegDia1V, MSegDia1H � MidSegDia1 *h MSegDia1H, 
MSegDia1H � MidSegDia1 | <empty>, MSegDia1V � MidSegDia1 | <empty>, 
MSegDia2V �  MidSegDia2 *v MSegDia2V, MSegDia2H �  MidSegDia2 *h 
MSegDia2H, MSegDia2V �  MidSegDia2 | <empty>, MSegDia2H �  
MidSegDia2 | <empty>, 

UppSegHor � (0 1 1 4) | (0 1 1 5) | (0 1 1 6) | (0 1 2 5) | (0 1 5 8) | (2 1 1 3) | (2 2 
1 3) | (2 1 1 4) | (2 2 1 4) | (2 1 4 6) | (2 2 4 6) | (2 1 4 7) | (2 2 4 7) | (2 1 4 8) | (2 
2 4 8) | (2 1 5 7) | (2 2 5 7) | (2 1 5 8) | (2 2 5 8) | (3 1 1 4) | (3 2 1 4) | (3 1 1 5) | 
(3 2 1 5) | (3 1 1 6) | (3 2 1 6) | (3 1 2 5) | (3 2 2 5) | (3 1 5 8) | (3 2 5 8) | (4 1 1 6) 
| (4 2 1 6) | (4 1 1 7) | (4 2 1 7) | (4 1 2 5) | (4 2 2 5) | (4 1 2 6) | (4 2 2 6) | (4 1 2 
7) | (4 2 2 7) | (4 1 3 5) | (4 2 3 5) | (4 1 3 6) | (4 2 3 6),   

MidSegHor � (0 0 0 0) | (0 2 1 4) | (0 2 1 5) | (0 2 1 6) | (0 2 2 5) | (0 2 5 8),  

DowSegHor � (0 1 1 4) | (0 1 1 5) | (0 1 1 6) | (0 1 2 5) | (0 1 5 8) | (6 1 1 3) | (6 2 
1 3) | (6 1 1 4) | (6 2 1 4) | (6 1 4 6) | (6 2 4 6) | (6 1 4 7) | (6 2 4 7) | (6 1 4 8) | (6 
2 4 8) | (6 1 5 7) | (6 2 5 7) | (6 1 5 8) | (6 2 5 8) | (7 1 1 4) | (7 2 1 4) | (7 1 1 5) | 
(7 2 1 5) | (7 1 1 6) | (7 2 1 6) | (7 1 2 5) | (7 2 2 5) | (7 1 5 8) | (7 2 5 8) | (8 1 1 6) 
| (8 2 1 6) | (8 1 1 7) | (8 2 1 7) | (8 1 2 5) | (8 2 2 5) | (8 1 2 6) | (8 2 2 6) | (8 1 2 
7) | (8 2 2 7) | (8 1 3 5) | (8 2 3 5) | (8 1 3 6) | (8 2 3 6),  

RigSegVer � (0 1 2 7) | (0 1 3 6) | (0 1 3 7) | (0 1 3 8) | (0 1 4 7) | (1 1 2 7) | (1 2 2 
7) | (1 1 3 6) | (1 2 3 6) | (1 1 3 7) | (1 2 3 7) | (1 1 3 8) | (1 2 3 8) | (1 1 4 7) | (1 2 
4 7) | (2 1 1 3) | (2 2 1 3) | (2 1 1 4) | (2 2 1 4) | (2 1 4 6) | (2 2 4 6) | (2 1 4 7) | (2 
2 4 7) | (2 1 4 8) | (2 2 4 8) | (2 1 5 7) | (2 2 5 7) | (2 1 5 8) | (2 2 5 8) | (8 1 1 6) | 
(8 2 1 6) | (8 1 1 7) | (8 2 1 7) | (8 1 2 5) | (8 2 2 5) | (8 1 2 6) | (8 2 2 6) | (8 1 2 7) 
| (8 2 2 7) | (8 1 3 5) | (8 2 3 5) | (8 1 3 6) | (8 2 3 6), 

MidSegVer � (0 0 0 0) | (0 2 2 7) | (0 2 3 6) | (0 2 3 7) | (0 2 3 8) | (0 2 4 7), 
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LefSegVer � (0 1 2 7) | (0 1 3 6) | (0 1 3 7) | (0 1 3 8) | (0 1 4 7) | (4 1 1 6) | (4 2 1 
6) | (4 1 1 7) | (4 2 1 7) | (4 1 2 5) | (4 2 2 5) | (4 1 2 6) | (4 2 2 6) | (4 1 2 7) | (4 2 
2 7) | (4 1 3 5) | (4 2 3 5) | (4 1 3 6) | (4 2 3 6) | (5 1 2 7) | (5 2 2 7) | (5 1 3 6) | (5 
2 3 6) | (5 1 3 7) | (5 2 3 7) | (5 1 3 8) | (5 2 3 8) | (5 1 4 7) | (5 2 4 7) | (6 1 1 3) | 
(6 2 1 3) | (6 1 1 4) | (6 2 1 4) | (6 1 4 6) | (6 2 4 6) | (6 1 4 7) | (6 2 4 7) | (6 1 4 8) 
| (6 2 4 8) | (6 1 5 7) | (6 2 5 7) | (6 1 5 8) | (6 2 5 8),  

SegHor � (0 2 1 4) | (0 2 1 5) | (0 2 1 6) | (0 2 2 5) | (0 2 5 8),  

SegVer � (0 2 2 7) | (0 2 3 6) | (0 2 3 7) | (0 2 3 8) | (0 2 4 7), 

XxxSegDia1 � (0 1 1 3) | (0 1 4 8) | (0 1 5 7) | (6 1 1 3) | (6 2 1 3) | (6 1 1 4) | (6 2 
1 4) | (6 1 4 6) | (6 2 4 6) | (6 1 4 7) | (6 2 4 7) | (6 1 4 8) | (6 2 4 8) | (6 1 5 7) | (6 
2 5 7) | (6 1 5 8) | (6 2 5 8), 

MidSegDia1 � (0 0 0 0) | (0 2 1 3) | (0 2 4 8) | (0 2 5 7), 

YyySegDia1 � (0 1 1 3) | (0 1 4 8) | (0 1 5 7) | (2 1 1 3) | (2 2 1 3) | (2 1 1 4) | (2 2 
1 4) | (2 1 4 6) | (2 2 4 6) | (2 1 4 7) | (2 2 4 7) | (2 1 4 8) | (2 2 4 8) | (2 1 5 7) | (2 
2 5 7) | (2 1 5 8) | (2 2 5 8),  

XxxSegDia2 � (0 1 2 6) | (0 1 3 5) | (0 1 1 7) | (4 1 1 6) | (4 2 1 6) | (4 1 1 7) | (4 2 
1 7) | (4 1 2 5) | (4 2 2 5) | (4 1 2 6) | (4 2 2 6) | (4 1 2 7) | (4 2 2 7) | (4 1 3 5) | (4 
2 3 5) | (4 1 3 6) | (4 2 3 6), 

MidSegDia2 � (0 0 0 0) | (0 2 2 6) | (0 2 3 5) | (0 2 1 7), 

YyySegDia2 � (0 1 2 6) | (0 1 3 5) | (0 1 1 7) | (8 1 1 6) | (8 2 1 6) | (8 1 1 7) | (8 2 
1 7) | (8 1 2 5) | (8 2 2 5) | (8 1 2 6) | (8 2 2 6) | (8 1 2 7) | (8 2 2 7) | (8 1 3 5) | (8 
2 3 5) | (8 1 3 6) | (8 2 3 6), 

SegDia1H � (0 2 1 3) | (0 2 4 8) | (0 2 5 7), 

SegDia2H � (0 2 2 6) | (0 2 3 5) | (0 2 1 7), 

SegDia1V � (0 2 1 3) | (0 2 4 8) | (0 2 5 7), 

SegDia2V � (0 2 2 6) | (0 2 3 5) | (0 2 1 7)}. 

The non-terminal symbols for the ditch recognition filter using the extended 
connect algorithm, Ndec are: 
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Ndec = {SegHor, SegVer, LSegVer, LefSegVer, MSegVer, MidSegVer, RSegVer, 
RigSegVer, USegHor, UppSegHor, MSegHor, MidSegHor, DSegHor, 
DowSegHor, SegDia1H, SegDia2H, SegDia1V, SegDia2V, XSegDia1V, 
MSegDia1V, YSegDia1V, XSegDia2V, MSegDia2V, YSegDia2V, XSegDia1H, 
MSegDia1H, YSegDia1H, XSegDia2H, MSegDia2H, YSegDia2H, SegVD, 
SegHV1, SegHV2, SegHD, SegDia1, SegDia2, XxxSegDia1, MidSegDia1, 
YyySegDia1, XxxSegDia2, MidSegDia2, YyySegDia2}. 

There are some differences in the production rules for recognition of a ditch by 
the algorithm extended connect. The rules P1 = {DITCH � SegVer *sch SegV, SegV 
� SegVer *sch SegV, SegV � SegVer | <empty>, DITCH � SegHor *scv SegH, 
SegH � SegHor *scv SegH, SegH � SegHor | <empty>, SegHor � SegDia1H | 
SegDia2H, SegVer � SegDia1V | SegDia2V} are not used. These rules are 
replaced with the rules:  

P2 = {DITCH � SegVer * SegVD, SegVD � SegVer * SegVD | SegDia1 * 
SegHV1 | SegDia2 * SegHV2 | <empty>, DITCH � SegDia1 * SegHV1, SegHV1 
� SegVer * SegVD | SegHor * SegHD | SegDia1 * SegHV1 | <empty>, DITCH 
� SegDia2 * SegHV2, SegHV2 � SegVer * SegVD | SegHor * SegHD | SegDia2 
* SegHV2 | <empty>, DITCH � SegHor * SegHD, SegHD� SegHor * SegHD | 
SegDia1 * SegHV1 | SegDia2 * SegHV2 | <empty>, SigDia1 � SegDia1H | 
SegDia1V, SigDia2 � SegDia2H | SegDia2V}. That is; Pdec = (Pdsc  P2) - P1. �

Detection and recognition of slopes 

The attributed context free grammars AGssc = <Gssc, A, R> and AGsec = <Gsec, A, 
R> to recognize slopes can be described as follows. Starting with the context free 
grammars Gssc = <Nssc, T, Pssc, Ss> and Gsec = <Nsec, T, Psec, Ss>, the slope 
recognition filter using the segment connect algorithm, Nssc and Ss are: 

Nssc = {SegV, SegH, SegHor1, SegVer3, SegHor5, SegVer7, SSegHor1, 
SSegVer3, SSegHor5, SSegVer7, SegDia2H, SegDia2V, SegDia4H, SegDia4V, 
SegDia6H, SegDia6V, SegDia8H, SegDia8V, SSegDia2, SSegDia4, SSegDia6, 
SSegDia8}, Ss = {SLOPE}.  

The production rules Pssc for the recognition of slopes by the algorithm 
segment connect are:  

Pssc = {SLOPE � SegVer3 *sch SegV, SegV � SegVer3 *sch SegV, SegV � 
SegVer3 | <empty>, SLOPE � SegVer7 *sch SegV, SegV � SegVer7 *sch SegV, 
SegV � SegVer7 | <empty>, SLOPE � SegHor1 *scv SegH, SegH � SegHor1 
*scv SegH, SegH � SegHor1 | <empty>, SLOPE � SegHor5 *scv SegH, SegH � 
SegHor5 *scv SegH, SegH � SegHor5 | <empty>,  
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SegHor1 � SegDia2H | SegDia8H, SegHor5 � SegDia4H | SegDia6H, SegVer3 
� SegDia2V | SegDia4V, SegVer7 � SegDia6V | SegDia8V, 

SegVer3 � SSegVer3, SegVer3 � SSegVer3 *v SegVer3, SegVer7 � SSegVer7, 
SegVer7 � SSegVer7 *v SegVer7, SegHor1 � SSegHor1, SegHor1 � SSegHor1 
*h SegHor1, SegHor5 � SSegHor5, SegHor5 � SSegHor5 *h SegHor5,  

SegDia2H � SSegDia2 *h SegDia2H, SegDia2H � SSegDia2, SegDia4H � 
SSegDia4 *h SegDia4H, SegDia4H � SSegDia4, SegDia6H � SSegDia6 *h 
SegDia6H, SegDia6H � SSegDia6, SegDia8H � SSegDia8 *h SegDia8H, 
SegDia8H � SSegDia8,  

SegDia2V � SSegDia2 *v SegDia2V, SegDia2V � SSegDia2, SegDia4V � 
SSegDia4 *v SegDia4V, SegDia4V � SSegDia4, SegDia6V � SSegDia6 *v 
SegDia6V, SegDia6V � SSegDia6, SegDia8V � SSegDia8 *v SegDia8V, 
SegDia8V � SSegDia8,  

SSegHor1 � (1 1 2 7) | (1 2 2 7) | (1 1 3 6) | (1 2 3 6) | (1 1 3 7) | (1 2 3 7) | (1 1 3 
8) | (1 2 3 8) | (1 1 4 7) | (1 2 4 7) | (2 1 1 3) | (2 2 1 3) | (2 1 1 4) | (2 2 1 4) | (2 1 
4 6) | (2 2 4 6) | (2 1 4 7) | (2 2 4 7) | (2 1 4 8) | (2 2 4 8) | (2 1 5 7) | (2 2 5 7) | (2 
1 5 8) | (2 2 5 8) | (8 1 1 6) | (8 2 1 6) | (8 1 1 7) | (8 2 1 7) | (8 1 2 5) | (8 2 2 5) | 
(8 1 2 6) | (8 2 2 6) | (8 1 2 7) | (8 2 2 7) | (8 1 3 5) | (8 2 3 5) | (8 1 3 6) | (8 2 3 6), 

SSegVer3 � (2 1 1 3) | (2 2 1 3) | (2 1 1 4) | (2 2 1 4) | (2 1 4 6) | (2 2 4 6) | (2 1 4 
7) | (2 2 4 7) | (2 1 4 8) | (2 2 4 8) | (2 1 5 7) | (2 2 5 7) | (2 1 5 8) | (2 2 5 8) | (3 1 
1 4) | (3 2 1 4) | (3 1 1 5) | (3 2 1 5) | (3 1 1 6) | (3 2 1 6) | (3 1 2 5) | (3 2 2 5) | (3 
1 5 8) | (3 2 5 8) | (4 1 1 6) | (4 2 1 6) | (4 1 1 7) | (4 2 1 7) | (4 1 2 5) | (4 2 2 5) | 
(4 1 2 6) | (4 2 2 6) | (4 1 2 7) | (4 2 2 7) | (4 1 3 5) | (4 2 3 5) | (4 1 3 6) | (4 2 3 6),   

SSegHor5 � (4 1 1 6) | (4 2 1 6) | (4 1 1 7) | (4 2 1 7) | (4 1 2 5) | (4 2 2 5) | (4 1 2 
6) | (4 2 2 6) | (4 1 2 7) | (4 2 2 7) | (4 1 3 5) | (4 2 3 5) | (4 1 3 6) | (4 2 3 6) | (5 1 
2 7) | (5 2 2 7) | (5 1 3 6) | (5 2 3 6) | (5 1 3 7) | (5 2 3 7) | (5 1 3 8) | (5 2 3 8) | (5 
1 4 7) | (5 2 4 7) | (6 1 1 3) | (6 2 1 3) | (6 1 1 4) | (6 2 1 4) | (6 1 4 6) | (6 2 4 6) | 
(6 1 4 7) | (6 2 4 7) | (6 1 4 8) | (6 2 4 8) | (6 1 5 7) | (6 2 5 7) | (6 1 5 8) | (6 2 5 8), 

SSegVer7 � (6 1 1 3) | (6 2 1 3) | (6 1 1 4) | (6 2 1 4) | (6 1 4 6) | (6 2 4 6) | (6 1 4 
7) | (6 2 4 7) | (6 1 4 8) | (6 2 4 8) | (6 1 5 7) | (6 2 5 7) | (6 1 5 8) | (6 2 5 8) | (7 1 
1 4) | (7 2 1 4) | (7 1 1 5) | (7 2 1 5) | (7 1 1 6) | (7 2 1 6) | (7 1 2 5) | (7 2 2 5) | (7 
1 5 8) | (7 2 5 8) | (8 1 1 6) | (8 2 1 6) | (8 1 1 7) | (8 2 1 7) | (8 1 2 5) | (8 2 2 5) | 
(8 1 2 6) | (8 2 2 6) | (8 1 2 7) | (8 2 2 7) | (8 1 3 5) | (8 2 3 5) | (8 1 3 6) | (8 2 3 6), 
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SSegDia2 � (2 1 1 3) | (2 2 1 3) | (2 1 1 4) | (2 2 1 4) | (2 1 4 6) | (2 2 4 6) | (2 1 4 
7) | (2 2 4 7) | (2 1 4 8) | (2 2 4 8) | (2 1 5 7) | (2 2 5 7) | (2 1 5 8) | (2 2 5 8), 

SSegDia4� (4 1 1 6) | (4 2 1 6) | (4 1 1 7) | (4 2 1 7) | (4 1 2 5) | (4 2 2 5) | (4 1 2 
6) | (4 2 2 6) | (4 1 2 7) | (4 2 2 7) | (4 1 3 5) | (4 2 3 5) | (4 1 3 6) | (4 2 3 6), 

SSegDia6� (6 1 1 3) | (6 2 1 3) | (6 1 1 4) | (6 2 1 4) | (6 1 4 6) | (6 2 4 6) | (6 1 4 
7) | (6 2 4 7) | (6 1 4 8) | (6 2 4 8) | (6 1 5 7) | (6 2 5 7) | (6 1 5 8) | (6 2 5 8), 

SSegDia8 � (8 1 1 6) | (8 2 1 6) | (8 1 1 7) | (8 2 1 7) | (8 1 2 5) | (8 2 2 5) | (8 1 2 
6) | (8 2 2 6) | (8 1 2 7) | (8 2 2 7) | (8 1 3 5) | (8 2 3 5) | (8 1 3 6) | (8 2 3 6)}.  

The non-terminal symbols for the slope recognition filter using the extended 
connect algorithm, Nsec are: 

Nsec = {SegHor1, SegVer3, SegHor5, SegVer7, SSegHor1, SSegVer3, SSegHor5, 
SSegVer7, SegDia2H, SegDia2V, SegDia4H, SegDia4V, SegDia6H, SegDia6V, 
SegDia8H, SegDia8V, SSegDia2, SSegDia4, SSegDia6, SSegDia8, SegVD3, 
SegHV2, SegHV4, SegHD1, SegVD7, SegHV6, SegHV8, SegHD5, SegDia2, 
SegDia4, SegDia6, SegDia8}, Ss = {SLOPE}. 

The production rules for recognition of slopes with the extended connect 
algorithm are similar to the rules for the segment connect algorithm. The rules P3 
= {SLOPE � SegVer3 *sch SegV, SegV � SegVer3 *sch SegV, SegV � SegVer3 | 
<empty>, SLOPE � SegVer7 *sch SegV, SegV � SegVer7 *sch SegV, SegV � 
SegVer7 | <empty>, SLOPE � SegHor1 *scv SegH, SegH � SegHor1 *scv SegH, 
SegH � SegHor1 | <empty>, SLOPE � SegHor5 *scv SegH, SegH � SegHor5 
*scv SegH, SegH � SegHor5 | <empty>, SegHor1 � SegDia2H | SegDia8H, 
SegHor5 � SegDia4H | SegDia6H, SegVer3 � SegDia2V | SegDia4V, SegVer7 
� SegDia6V | SegDia8V} are however not used.  

Instead the rules P4 = {SLOPE � SegVer3 * SegVD3, SegVD3 � SegVer3 * 
SegVD3 | SegDia2 * SegHV2 | SegDia4 * SegHV4 | <empty>, SLOPE � 
SegVer7 * SegVD7, SegVD7 � SegVer7 * SegVD7 | SegDia8 * SegHV8 | SegDia6 
* SegHV6 | <empty>, SLOPE � SegDia2 * SegHV2, SegHV2 � SegVer3 * 
SegVD3 | SegHor1 * SegHD1 | SegDia2 * SegHV2 | <empty>, SLOPE � 
SegDia6 * SegHV6, SegHV6 � SegVer7 * SegVD7 | SegHor5 * SegHD5 | 
SegDia6 * SegHV6 | <empty>, SLOPE � SegDia4 * SegHV4, SegHV4 � SegVer3 
* SegVD3 | SegHor5 * SegHD5 | SegDia4 * SegHV4 | <empty>, SLOPE � 
SegDia8 * SegHV8, SegHV8 � SegVer7 * SegVD7 | SegHor1 * SegHD1 | 
SegDia8 * SegHV8 | <empty>, SLOPE � SegHor1 * SegHD1, SegHD1� 
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SegHor1 * SegHD1 | SegDia2 * SegHV2 | SegDia8 * SegHV8 | <empty>, SLOPE 
� SegHor5 * SegHD5, SegHD5� SegHor5 * SegHD5 | SegDia6 * SegHV6 | 
SegDia4 * SegHV4 | <empty>, SegDia2 � SegDia2H | SegDia2V, SegDia4 � 
SegDia4H | SegDia4V, SegDia6 � SegDia6H | SegDia6V, SegDia8 � SegDia8H 
| SegDia8V} are used. That is; Psec = (Pssc  P4) - P3. �

Detection and recognition of ridges 

The attributed context free grammars AGrsc = <Grsc, A, R> and AGrec = <Grec, A, 
R> to recognize ridges can be described as follows. Starting with the context free 
grammars Grsc = <Nrsc, T, Prsc, Sr> and Grec = <Nrec, T, Prec, Sr>, the start and non-
terminal symbols for the ridge recognition filter are Nrsc = Ndsc, Nrec = Ndec and Ss 
= {RIDGE}.  

The production rules for the ridge filters are exactly the same as for the ditch 
filters when the rules only involve non-terminal symbols and the start symbol. 
The production rules involving the symbolic tiles are instead:   

{UppSegHor � (0 2 1 4) | (0 2 1 5) | (0 2 1 6) | (0 2 2 5) | (0 2 5 8) | (6 1 1 3) | (6 2 
1 3) | (6 1 1 4) | (6 2 1 4) | (6 1 4 6) | (6 2 4 6) | (6 1 4 7) | (6 2 4 7) | (6 1 4 8) | (6 
2 4 8) | (6 1 5 7) | (6 2 5 7) | (6 1 5 8) | (6 2 5 8) | (7 1 1 4) | (7 2 1 4) | (7 1 1 5) | 
(7 2 1 5) | (7 1 1 6) | (7 2 1 6) | (7 1 2 5) | (7 2 2 5) | (7 1 5 8) | (7 2 5 8) | (8 1 1 6) 
| (8 2 1 6) | (8 1 1 7) | (8 2 1 7) | (8 1 2 5) | (8 2 2 5) | (8 1 2 6) | (8 2 2 6) | (8 1 2 
7) | (8 2 2 7) | (8 1 3 5) | (8 2 3 5) | (8 1 3 6) | (8 2 3 6),   

MidSegHor � (0 0 0 0) | (0 1 1 4) | (0 1 1 5) | (0 1 1 6) | (0 1 2 5) | (0 1 5 8),  

DowSegHor � (0 2 1 4) | (0 2 1 5) | (0 2 1 6) | (0 2 2 5) | (0 2 5 8) | (2 1 1 3) | (2 2 
1 3) | (2 1 1 4) | (2 2 1 4) | (2 1 4 6) | (2 2 4 6) | (2 1 4 7) | (2 2 4 7) | (2 1 4 8) | (2 
2 4 8) | (2 1 5 7) | (2 2 5 7) | (2 1 5 8) | (2 2 5 8) | (3 1 1 4) | (3 2 1 4) | (3 1 1 5) | 
(3 2 1 5) | (3 1 1 6) | (3 2 1 6) | (3 1 2 5) | (3 2 2 5) | (3 1 5 8) | (3 2 5 8) | (4 1 1 6) 
| (4 2 1 6) | (4 1 1 7) | (4 2 1 7) | (4 1 2 5) | (4 2 2 5) | (4 1 2 6) | (4 2 2 6) | (4 1 2 
7) | (4 2 2 7) | (4 1 3 5) | (4 2 3 5) | (4 1 3 6) | (4 2 3 6), 

RigSegVer � (0 2 2 7) | (0 2 3 6) | (0 2 3 7) | (0 2 3 8) | (0 2 4 7) | (4 1 1 6) | (4 2 1 
6) | (4 1 1 7) | (4 2 1 7) | (4 1 2 5) | (4 2 2 5) | (4 1 2 6) | (4 2 2 6) | (4 1 2 7) | (4 2 
2 7) | (4 1 3 5) | (4 2 3 5) | (4 1 3 6) | (4 2 3 6) | (5 1 2 7) | (5 2 2 7) | (5 1 3 6) | (5 
2 3 6) | (5 1 3 7) | (5 2 3 7) | (5 1 3 8) | (5 2 3 8) | (5 1 4 7) | (5 2 4 7) | (6 1 1 3) | 
(6 2 1 3) | (6 1 1 4) | (6 2 1 4) | (6 1 4 6) | (6 2 4 6) | (6 1 4 7) | (6 2 4 7) | (6 1 4 8) 
| (6 2 4 8) | (6 1 5 7) | (6 2 5 7) | (6 1 5 8) | (6 2 5 8), 

MidSegVer � (0 0 0 0) | (0 1 2 7) | (0 1 3 6) | (0 1 3 7) | (0 1 3 8) | (0 1 4 7), 
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LefSegVer � (0 2 2 7) | (0 2 3 6) | (0 2 3 7) | (0 2 3 8) | (0 2 4 7) | (1 1 2 7) | (1 2 2 
7) | (1 1 3 6) | (1 2 3 6) | (1 1 3 7) | (1 2 3 7) | (1 1 3 8) | (1 2 3 8) | (1 1 4 7) | (1 2 
4 7) | (2 1 1 3) | (2 2 1 3) | (2 1 1 4) | (2 2 1 4) | (2 1 4 6) | (2 2 4 6) | (2 1 4 7) | (2 
2 4 7) | (2 1 4 8) | (2 2 4 8) | (2 1 5 7) | (2 2 5 7) | (2 1 5 8) | (2 2 5 8) | (8 1 1 6) | 
(8 2 1 6) | (8 1 1 7) | (8 2 1 7) | (8 1 2 5) | (8 2 2 5) | (8 1 2 6) | (8 2 2 6) | (8 1 2 7) 
| (8 2 2 7) | (8 1 3 5) | (8 2 3 5) | (8 1 3 6) | (8 2 3 6),   

SegHor � (0 1 1 4) | (0 1 1 5) | (0 1 1 6) | (0 1 2 5) | (0 1 5 8),  

SegVer � (0 1 2 7) | (0 1 3 6) | (0 1 3 7) | (0 1 3 8) | (0 1 4 7), 

XxxSegDia1 � (0 2 1 3) | (0 2 4 8) | (0 2 5 7) | (2 1 1 3) | (2 2 1 3) | (2 1 1 4) | (2 2 
1 4) | (2 1 4 6) | (2 2 4 6) | (2 1 4 7) | (2 2 4 7) | (2 1 4 8) | (2 2 4 8) | (2 1 5 7) | (2 
2 5 7) | (2 1 5 8) | (2 2 5 8),  

MidSegDia1 � (0 0 0 0) | (0 1 1 3) | (0 1 4 8) | (0 1 5 7), 

YyySegDia1 � (0 2 1 3) | (0 2 4 8) | (0 2 5 7) | (6 1 1 3) | (6 2 1 3) | (6 1 1 4) | (6 2 
1 4) | (6 1 4 6) | (6 2 4 6) | (6 1 4 7) | (6 2 4 7) | (6 1 4 8) | (6 2 4 8) | (6 1 5 7) | (6 
2 5 7) | (6 1 5 8) | (6 2 5 8), 

XxxSegDia2 � (0 2 2 6) | (0 2 3 5) | (0 2 1 7) )| (8 1 1 6) | (8 2 1 6) | (8 1 1 7) | (8 2 
1 7) | (8 1 2 5) | (8 2 2 5) | (8 1 2 6) | (8 2 2 6) | (8 1 2 7) | (8 2 2 7) | (8 1 3 5) | (8 
2 3 5) | (8 1 3 6) | (8 2 3 6), 

MidSegDia2 � (0 0 0 0) | (0 1 2 6) | (0 1 3 5) | (0 1 1 7), 

YyySegDia2 �  (0 2 2 6) | (0 2 3 5) | (0 2 1 7) | (4 1 1 6) | (4 2 1 6) | (4 1 1 7) | (4 2 
1 7) | (4 1 2 5) | (4 2 2 5) | (4 1 2 6) | (4 2 2 6) | (4 1 2 7) | (4 2 2 7) | (4 1 3 5) | (4 
2 3 5) | (4 1 3 6) | (4 2 3 6),  

SegDia1H � (0 1 1 3) | (0 1 4 8) | (0 1 5 7), 

SegDia2H � (0 1 2 6) | (0 1 3 5) | (0 1 1 7), 

SegDia1V � (0 1 1 3) | (0 1 4 8) | (0 1 5 7), 

SegDia2V � (0 1 2 6) | (0 1 3 5) | (0 1 1 7)}. 
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C The driveability rules and data 

The driveability rules and data values below are used in the determination of 
driveability in chapter 5.6. The vehicle data values seen below are arbitrary and 
may be completely misleading if taken as indications of actual performance 
values. Other terrain data values than “Gap_Width” are arbitrary. The 
“Gap_Width” are calculated through the laser radar data, see chapter 4.5, and 
have individual values for each terrain object. 

There are different rules that are adequate depending on the type of object 
and the path taken through the object. The sub-headings below indicate which 
type of object, single or aggregated, and path the rule is applied to. Most rules 
include a determination of the ability of the terrain object surface to uphold the 
vehicle, seen below as a comparison of the surface rigidity and the ground 
pressure exerted by the vehicle. The exceptions are paths through a single 
obstacle and paths crossing a concavity.  

Driveability Rules for a path P and a vehicle V:  

Across Concavity:  
If (P.3Dclass = Concavity and P.Obstacleclass = NoObstacle) then P.impact_cost = 

Eval{[(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Down_Capability) 
and 

(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Capability_Up) 
and 

(P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)] 
or  

(P.Gap_Width � V.Gap_Capability)} 
 

Down Slope:  
If (P.3Dclass = Down_slope and P.Obstacleclass = NoObstacle) then P.impact_cost 

= Eval{(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Down_Capability) 
and 

(P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)} 
 

Up Slope:  
If (P.3Dclass = Up_slope and P.Obstacleclass = NoObstacle) then P.impact_cost = 

Eval{(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Down_Capability) 
and 
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(P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)} 
 
Through Forest:  

If (P.3DClass = Flat and P.Obstacleclass =Forest) then P.impact_cost = 
Eval{[(P.Obstacle_Distance  V.Width) 

or 
(P.Obstacle_Rigidity � V.Force_Capability)] 

and 
(P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)} 

 
Through Open Space:  

If (P.3DClass = Flat and P.Obstacleclass = NoObstacle) then P.impact_cost = 
Eval{(P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)} 

 
Through Building:  
 If (P.Obstacleclass = Building) then P.impact_cost = Eval{(P.Obstacle_Rigidity � 

V.Force_Capability)} 
 

Across Concavity and Through Forest:  
If (P.3Dclass = Concavity and P.Obstacleclass = Forest) then P.impact_cost = 

Eval{{[(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Down_Capability) 
and 

(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Capability_Up) 
and 

(P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)] 
or  

(P.Gap_Width � V.Gap_Capability)} 
and 

[(P.Obstacle_Distance  V.Width) 
or 

(P.Obstacle_Rigidity � V.Force_Capability)]} 
 

Up Slope and Through Forest:  
If (P.3Dclass = Up_slope and P.Obstacleclass = Forest) then P.impact_cost = 

Eval{[(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Capability_Up) 
and 

(P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)] 
and 
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[(P.Obstacle_Distance  V.Width) 
or 

(P.Obstacle_Rigidity � V.Force_Capability)]} 
 

Down Slope and Through Forest:  
If (P.3Dclass = Down_slope and P.Obstacleclass = Forest) then P.impact_cost = 

Eval{[(P.Slope_Angle � V.Slope_Capability_Down) 
and 

(P.Surface_Rigidity  V.Ground_Pressure)] 
and 

[(P.Obstacle_Distance  V.Width) 
or 

(P.Obstacle_Rigidity � V.Force_Capability)]} 
 
 

 
Vehicle data 

Tank: 

V.Gap_Capability =[2.3,2.7] (meters)  

V.Slope_Capability_Up =[45,54] (degrees) 

V.Slope_Down_Capability =[45,54] (degrees) 

V.Force_Capability =[550,600] (1000 kg * meters/second) 

V.Ground_Pressure = [3.75,4.25] (1000 kg)  

V.Width = [3.375,3.8] (meters) 

Troop carrier: 

V.Gap_Capability = [1.2,1.45] (meters)  

V.Slope_Capability_Up = [18,22] (degrees) 

V.Slope_Down_Capability = [18,22] (degrees) 

V.Force_Capability = [25,30] (1000 kg * meters/second) 

V.Ground_Pressure = [1.0,1.5] (1000 kg)  

V.Width = [1.65,1.8] (meters) 
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Terrain data 

P.Gap_Width = [individual value - 0.5,individual value + 0.5] (meters)  

P.Slope_Angle = [40,50] (degrees) 

P.Obstacle_Rigidity (buildings) = [400,700] (1000 kg *meters/second) 

P.Obstacle_Rigidity (trees) = [100,150] (1000 kg *meters/second)  

P.Obstacle_Distance (forest) = [1.0,4.0] (meters) 

P.Surface_Rigidity (marsh) = [2.5,3.5] (1000 kg)  

P.Surface_Rigidity (forest) = [4.0,5.0] (1000 kg)  

P.Surface_Rigidity (road) = [7.5,8.5] (1000 kg)  

P.Surface_Rigidity (field) = [4.75,5.25] (1000 kg)  
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